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FEAR BALLOON HAS
MET WITH MISHAP

WANTS RECEIVER
FOR STANDARD HUGHES

Big Gas Bag Manned By McCoy and
Chandler, Lost in Mountains of

in Subsidiary
Chicago Stockholder
Company Controlled By Oil' Trust
Files Application.

Virginia.

St. Louis, Oct. 19. Lack of informa
tion today as to tho whereabouts of
the United States Signal Corps bal
loon manned by Aeronauts McCoy and
occasions a feeling here
Chandler,
akin to apprehension.
The last hoard
of the balloon here was that it was in
West Virginia anions the spurs of the
western slope of the Allegheny mountains and still headed In an easterly
direction. Most aeronauts hold to tho
view that McCoy and Chandled effect
ed a landing in some remote point Iv
the mountains.
Comptroller of the Currency
Balloon Lands Safely.
Oct. 19. The army balWashington,
Invitation
Turns Down
loon which started from St. Louis,
to Assume Control.
Thursday evening landed at 1:30
o'clock
yesterday afternoon about
three miles from Walton, Roane counmost
A
19
perplex
New York, Oct.,
ty, West Virginia, according to a dislug situation is being faced by bankers patch received by the Signal Service
to
who are trying
and financiers
today from Captain Chandler, who is
Merwith the balloon. The distance travstraighten out the affairs of the
cantile National Bank and divorce it eled was about 473 miles.
with
completely from its association
former
its
F. Augustus Heinze,

Affairs of Mercantile National in
Bad Tangle

av

:;

.
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Chicago, Oct. 19. Guorgi V. Harding of this city today filed a bill in
the Superior Court asking for the appointment of a receiver for the Stand-aiOil Company of New Jersey and
the Corn Products company of New
lersoy. Harding says in the bill that
he is the owner of r00 shares of capital stock of the Corn Products company and its management is practically controlled by the Standard Oil
Company.
The charge Is made that the Standard Oil company, with certain Individ
mils, conspired to wreck the Corn Produces company, capitalized at eight
million dollars and for this purpose
formed a pool or trust unlawfully regulating and fixing and controlling the
price of glueetz, grape susar and corn
starch. The suit is similar to the one
filed In the Circuit Court May 4 by the
Chicago Real Estate Loan and Trust
company, which is now pending in the
IT. S. Circuit Court to which it was
transferred by the defendant.

K1BBEY GOING TO

With the resignation of its entire
board of directors in the Clearing
tVv.it
institution anueared to
Mnnao
jiwmdv
control the situation and was comit-teto the task of putting the bank on
a firm footing For this purpose nine
to
Clearing House banks had promised
contribute $200,000 each to tide the
Mercantile National Bank over any
redistress it might encounter as a
sult of the suspension of Otto Heinze
It is P. Augustus
and Company.
that
to
desire
Heinze's
firm.
The debit balance of the Mercantile
mornBank to the Clearing House this
thouhundred
one
ing was one million
sand dollars.
Stocks declined in the final dealings
at the lowtodav, closing weak and
of the
most
in
est point of the day
quotations
The
closing
stocks.
active
on the
on United Copper Common
asked.
9
8
bid,
curb were
Heinze Calls it Spite Work.
F Augustus Heinze said today:
interest
-I still hold a controlling
J
.
u
Mornnntile National bank.
of
my
a
have not parted with a
like to saj
Mercantile stock. 1 would
commit
House
Clearing
this about the
tee and that is tney
make a thorcome into our bank and
They found it
ough examination.
nnrt said so. Later they
Wow about the
dd a Mt gratuitous
know wh
You
surplus impairment.
ma timt. Tt was for nothing more
our depositors
or less than to induce
A fine
to withdraw their accounts.
to at
endeavoring
were
game. They
uwu
tract deposits to tneir
d&
vewio the nrices of metal stocks
sennot
clined today the losses were
ort thp nrices or iitui.u
held better than had been
were
stocks
expected.
Rldgley Declines Presidency.
n. C. Oct. 19. Compnf tho Currency W. B. Rldgley
the
the "residency of MOW
today declined
..
i
if
d
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Governor of Arizona to Confer With
President on Statehood
Matters.
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 19. Governor
Joseph H. Kibbey, oi Arizona, passed
through this city yesterday afternoon,
t. is
understood, en route from Phoe
nix to Vicksburg, Mississippi, where
he will meet and have a conference
with President Roosevelt on matters
elative to Arizona and statehood and
politics.
The governor carries with him a
fine box of dates, grown on the capitol
grounds, which will be presented with
compliments of all Arizona and as
a sample of her achievements in a par-ticular line of horticulture in which.
she excels.
Dates grown in the capitol grounds
were distributed two years ago to the
Congressmen when they visited Gov- ernor Kibbey at his office in Phoenix
on their inspection tour of Arizona,
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FINAL ROUND IN
I. C. FIGHT NEAR
ndications Were That Vote on Directors Might Be Reached Late
Today.
Chicago, Oct. 19 A vote on the di
rectors may be reached late today In
the meeting of the stockholders of the
Illinois Central Railroad. The proxy
committee last night had worked
through letter "M" and today began
with "S." The fact that the transfer
books were ordered closed until next

nl,

"-

York.

HITCHCOCK ON
TOUR OF WEST

Tuesday caused many small stockholders to leave the city with the Idea that
no vote could be reached until then.
Some executed proxies, but many did
not and feverish missionary work was
in progress on both sides to round up
the voters today.
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Aeaiatant Postmaster General
of
Investigating Salary Conditions
Postofflce Employes.

First As
Postmaster General Hitch
expected to visit Denver

Denver, Colo.,

sistant

19.

Oct.

WISCONSIN MEN
HELD FOR FRAUD

SEE ROOSEVELT

English

cock Is
soon. Mr. Hitchcock is on a tour of
the South and West to investigate the
salary conditions among the clerks
and carriers with the view of embody
ting this information in recommenda
tions to be urged by his department
He is now in Nevada. Accompanying
him as far as Salt Lake was Postofflce
Inspector C. A. Macomic, who was for
merlv connected with the local In
to
spector's office and was called
Washington as the result of the good
work done by him in connection witn
the Lost Bullion case.
Mr. Macomic came on to Denver and
romnined until last evening. On his
return East he stated that Mr. Hitch
cock would in all probabilities stop
off in Denver. He would have to pass
throueh here anyway and the local
postofflce officials say that his stop
ping off here is an assured Tact.
1

Manufac-

turer Condemns
Speculation
WILLCRIPPLEEXPORT TBADE

Oct. 19.

Continued (High Prices May
Force Other Countries to
Develop Industry.
19.

to

Acting under MADRIL CASE UP

X

Ali-A-

Mr. Pratt is a militant Republican
and down in the southeast corner of
the territory with Texas on six sides
that means something. He has always
been actively engaged in the campaigns of his party and the few Republican victories gained In that Democratic stronghold have been largely
the result of his shrewd and forceful
management. He was elected county
superintendent of schools although the
office was a distinct loss to him in a
business way. During his term he re
organized the schools of the county,
increasing their number and efficiency

and placing (he system on a better
financial basis.
He has been Interested in irrigation,
having become familiar with Its wonderful results during his rosidence in
the Hawaiian islands.
He was for
some years a director in the Pecos
irrigation company and a member of
the New Mexico Irrigation Commission, being the chairman of the board
for some years.
He was made a Mason by Eddy
Lodge No. 21, A. F. and A. Masons of
Carlsbad, in July 1895, a Royal Arch
Mason by Signet Chapter No. 9, at
Carlsbad, a Knights Templar by Rio
Hondo Commandery at Roswoll and a
Shrintr by Ballut Abyad at Albuquer-nue- .
He has been Master of Eddy
iriny-whereLodge, High Priest of Signet Chapter
"
pnd was Grand High Priest of tho
Grand Royal Arch Chapter of the terriThe commissioner discharged C. S.
tory in 1905. He was elected Junior
C, E. Canright, W. S. Johnson
Carter,
Grand Warden of the Grand Lodge of
and H. D. Welghr, against whom inMasons in New Mexico in 1903; Senior
dictments also had been returned.
Grand Warden in .1904; Deputy Grand
Master in 1905, and Grand Master in
GOLDEN COUPLE ARE
1900.
MARRIED IN CAPITAL.
His present position as head of the
Miss
Tereza
Martinez and Frank
craft in this territory is largely due
to his painstaking, fidelity and great Schniitz, both of whom are from Goldi bility in the
discharge of every Ma- en,- a mining camp in southern Santa
sonic duty. In his local lodge Jiehas Fe county, came to this city to be marbeen "a tower of strength, guildlng it ried, and the ceremony was performwith wise counsel and administering ed this morning at Guadalupe church.
Its affairs with rare ability. His genial Rev. Adrian Rabeyrolle, rector of the
personality and high character attract- parish, officiated in the tying of the
ed to it the best men in the commun- nuptial knot. The bride is only sevenity. It was largely through his efforts, teen years of age, but her father
assisted by s. I. Roberts, then Master, gave his written permission to the
thai Eddy Lodge was enabled to erect marriage.
the substantial and commodious temple In which next week's session of
the Grand Lodge will be held.
ARIZONA RIVERS
In Masonry, in politics and civic
morality, Mr. Pratt represents the
ideal which, with his rare tact is also
the practical. He stands for what Is
ON RAMPAGE
high and noble in all the walks of
of life. He has the faculty of opposing wrong without
offending the
wrong-doeOwing to this happy faculty he not only enjoys the friendship
of his kind, but also of the other kind.

Territorial

'
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TWO KILLED IN
NO ROUND TRIP
GAS EXPLOSION
PASSES TO STOCKMEN
on

Connecticut.
New Hartford, Conn., Oct. 19. A
machine used in manufacturing illuminating gas from petroleum In. a
small structure on the bank of the
Farmington river, exploded today with
terrific
force.
Thomas O'Connell,
maker of .the gas, and his assistant,
Michael
were instantly
Donovan,
killed.
The machine supplied gas to reserve from which the upper village of
New Hartford was lighted.
NEBRASKA DEMOCRATS
FUSE WITH POPULISTS.

Interstate
.

Commerce
Commission
Rules Against Shipper in Test
Case in Nebraska.

Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 19. The state
railway commission today received a
letter from the Interstate Commerce
Commission declining to allow return
transnortaf ion to stockmen nnd citinir
the rule of the commission
adonted
last December.
B. F. Lantz, of Chapman, attempted
to compel the Union Pacific to furnish ,
him round trip transportation. He ap-- !
and!
pealed to the state commission
the case was carried to the Interstate'
Commerce Commission.

NEXT FRIDAY.
district court of Santa SECRETARY ROOT

BACK IN WASHINGTON.
Fe county adjourned last evening unof
conclusion
at
til next Tuesday,
the
Washington, Oct. 19. Secretary of
the
of
case
of
evidence
in
State
the
Root, with his wife and daughtaking
Territory versus Jose Leon Madril. Ar- ter, arrived today from his visit to
guments in the case have been set Mexico. The secretary was looking
for hearing on Friday.
particularly well.

OUT

FOR PRESIDENCY

Governor of New
York Puts Damper on Rumors
HIS

AMBmONS

SATISFIED

Executive of Empire State
Makes Brillant Address at
Dinner in His Honor.
New York, Oct.
Hughes last night made a declaration
of his attitude toward the
presidential
nomination when In the course of an
address at a dinner given in his honor
by the Republican club he said:
"I do not seek any public office.
I
have not sought nor shall I seek directly or indirectly to Influence tho
selection or the vole of anv doW.ite
to any convention, and with reference
to the election of any delegate to anv

ll.Jovenir

Water-Tigh-

'

Vancouver. B. C.( Oct. 19. In a very
dense fog, the Canadian Railway Pacific steamer Tartar, from Vancouver,
bound for Hong Kong, collided with
the steamer Charmer, of the same line.
from Victoria for Vancouver. The collision occurred Frjday off the Sand-healights at the mouth of Frazer riv- er, but on account of the fog the steam
ers could not get Into Vancouver with
the news of the accident until today.

The Charmer struck the Tartar
squarely on the port bow, cutting entirely through the Tartar's plates and
crumpling the Charmer's bows. Both
vessels began to fill but the compartment bulkheads kept them from sink
ing. Both ships started back to Vancouver after the Charmer's passengers
had been transferred to the Tartar.
They remained outside of port with
their pumps going until noon. Both
vessels are seriously damaged.
The Charmer has arrived at Vancouver with her bow badly crumpled.
The Tartar was beached at Kathallne.
near Vancouver, to prevent her from
feet of
sinking. She has twenty-eigh- t
water in her hold. The Tartar was
bound for Kobe, Japan.

Big Roosevelt Stor-

age Dam Submerged

OTHER

WORKS

INDICT ACTORS WHO
PLAY ON SUNDAY
Grand Jury in Kansas City Instructed
By Judge to Prosecute Violations
of Sunday Law.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 19 Judge
William
Wallace of the Criminal
Court will ask the grand Jury early
to Indict all stage folk who
Rains Continue and Further next week
appear in local theaters tomorrow.
This is to be done weekly he says, unDamage is FearedRailrtil the laws are obeyed and the theaAlso Suffer.
ters closed on Sundays. Theatrical
managers have announced that they
their places tomorrow as
1 hoonlx,
Ariz., Oct. 19. Several will conduct
usual.
"ays and nlSnta of frequent rains,
,
have placed
s,ome Lof them downPoui-sthe Salt river and lts tributaries in TROOPS RETURN HOME
FROM PHILIPPINES.
the flood us,tae asaln.
this morning about 120,000
?3av
The Thirteenth U. S. Infantry who
water l)0Ured int the
CTC feet
has
ju6t returned from the Philippines
river irom t'inai creek, twenty miles
the regiment has been stationed
where
above Roosevelt and submerged the
big storage dam under construction for the past three years, passed
through Lamy today en route to Ft.
there.
This afternoon another flood poured Leavenworth, Kansas. Colonel R. H.
in from Tonto creek, a mile above R. Loughborough is in command of
the dam. Sixty miles below the Ver the regiment which numbers 4S2 ende river began emptying Its flood listed men and 34 commissioner
IN

DANGER

oads

?

1

BERNHARDT NOT
TO QUIT STAGE.
19.
Sarah Bern
Oct.
Texas,
Paris,
hardt In denying the rumor that she is
soon to retire from the stage, (reiter
declaration that waters.
ated her
she will play until sue dies..
ine uranite Keer diversion dam, a
"Tho fate I hope for," she said, "is thousand feet long, under constructhe death that Sir Henry Irving died.' tion four miles below the North Ver
de river and twenty-fiv- e
miles below
WHEAT JUMPS ALMOST
(Phoenix, will probably be submerged
FOUR CENTS A BUSHEL, j tonight when the Roosevelt flood wat- New York, .Oct. 19. There was ers join the Verde flood.
great excitement in the wheat market; The reclamation service at Granite
today attending a Jump of nearly four .Reef waa busy last night removing
a bushel.
'machinery from the bed of the river,
SARAH

Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 19. Secretary of
State Junkins today announced that,
fusion had been accomplished on nearly every candidate by the Democrats
and Populists, which he surmounted
all obstacles placed under the new
primary law.

AGAIN
.

corpus-dellct- l.

A

'

Instructions of the court, the iury lastl
Frederick Magill and his wife, Fay,
of the charge of murdering the first
wife of Magill. Judge Cochran said
the state had failed to prove
The verdict was cheered by
the crowd In the court room.

J. !

Plant Blows Up
Outskirts of New Hartford,

i.

111..

L

Manufacturing

Chicago, Oct.
warning
American growers of cotton that cotton gambling and attempts to maintain prices at an abnormally
high
level would ultimately result in the
crippling of the country's cotton ex
port trade, was sounded last night by
C. W. Macara at a banquet given for
175 European cotton manufacturers
Macara, who Is the largest Individual cotton manufacturer in the world
JURY ACQUITS
and president of the English federa
MAGILLS OF MURDER tion of cotton spinners, declared that
the continued high price of cotton
Courts Instructs Verdict of Not Gui- here would force England, France and
other countries to develop the cotton
ltyJudge Held State Did Not
growing industry in their colonies.
Prove Corpus-DelictDecatur.

1

II

convention there will he no suggestion
Prominent Milwaukee Residents Must or thought of influence,
protest or re
Face 3ury at Denver On Serious
prisal in the executive chamber."
Charge.
it was at this same club that Mr.
Hughes announced his acceptance of
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 19. Six prom- the gubernatorial nomination, and his
with speech last night was a review of his
inent Milwaukee men charged
conspiracy to defraud the government administration, particularly with ref
out of valuable coal lands in Colorado, erence to the legislation which had
were yesterday held for trial at Den- been accomplished for the state conStates Commissioner trol of public service corporations and
ver, United
Bloodgood having held that the gov- other important measures with whose
ernment had made a prima facie case. creation and support he had been
identified.
Additional
The men thus implicated are:
significance
Guy D. Goff,, Charles F. Hunter, T. was given his speech by reason of the
J. Pereles and J: M. Pereles, of the fact that he took occasion to refer
Wisconsin Coal Mining company, and to his position in regard to the fusion
Chauncey Jones and Ell S. Arnold of of the Republicans and the Independent league on the New York county
the Federal Coal aDd Iron company.
x
They were remanded to the custody ticket.
of the sheriff here. Meanwhile the defendants secured writs of habeas corSTEAMERS COLLIDE
pus from Judge Quarles, in the federal
IN DENSE FOG
court, which are returnable October
28, and will give the attorneys an opt
portunity to appeal from Commission
Compartments All That
er Bloodgood s runnr. and also
de
Prevented Another Maritime Horror
f iiv
termined ,in the
in Puget Sound
their trials in Milwaukee,

ABRAM NOTT PRATT.
Grand Master of Free Masons of New Mexico.

Abram Nott Pratt was born in EsHe received a pubsex, Connecticut.
lic school education at. his home
town
and
graduated from Williams College in the class of 1871.
.
t. J
..J VJ
ma nucu-thne uuueu
Aiier graauauou
tion to educational matters for some
years. His natural inclination to help
where help was most needed caused
him to take up the work of teaching
the deaf, dumb and blind. He taught
in Institutions of this kind in Far!
bault, Minnesota and Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. In recognition of his
success in this department of philan
thropic education he was made principal of the Minnesota state . Institution for thq.Blind, which position he
held with credit for some years., Like
many other young men the wandering
microbe was In his brain and he started west. He spent several years as
the manager of a big sugar plantation
In the Hawaiian islands. After traveling extensively in this and other lands
he came to the Pecos Valley in the
fall of 1S92, and engaged in the lumber
business. Siuce that time he has been
so closely Identified with the develop
ment of Carlsbad and that portion of
the valley that its history is his biography. He retired from the lumber
business a few years ago and spent a
year or more in rest and travel. He
Is now engaged In tho hardware bust
ness in Carlsbad with W. A. Findlay,
another New Mexico pioneer, and Mason.
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WEEDS CATCH FIRE
NO DAMAGE DONE.
An alarm at noon today called the
Ci e department to the vicinity of Manhattan avenue and Galisteo street.
Soire weeds which were being burned
caused a blaze dangerously, near a
fence but the fire was extinguished
fore any damage resulted.
:
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,
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

CO AND

PRINTING

as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce

Entered

Dally, six months, by mall
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
lally, per week, by carrier
75
carrier
Hally, per month, by
C5
Oaily, per month, by mall
7.00
Dally, per year, by mall

3.75
2.00
1.00
75
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
the oldest ewspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
Territory, an d has a large and growing circulation

The New Mexican
every postofflce la the
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Is

n

ation and despair, and feigning sickness, he sent one of his generals with
his sword to lead the vanquished
British army to the field of humilia- tion. Having arrived at the head of
the line, the British commanding general advanced toward Washington and
taking off his hat apologized for the
The commaabsence of Cornwallis.
nder-in-chief
to Genhim
pointed
It must
eral Lincoln for directions.
have been a proud moment for Lincoln, for only the year before he was
obliged to make a humiliating surrender of his army to British conLincoln conquerors at Charleston.
ducted the royal troops to the field
selected for laying down their arms,
and there the British general delivered to him the sword of Cornwallis;
Lincoln received it and then politely
returned it to be given to the defeated
Earl. The artillery, military stores,
and provisions surrendered were very
There were 75 brass,
considerable.
and 100 iron cannons; seventy-sevehundred
muskets; 28 regimental
standards; a large quantity of cannon
and musket balls, bombs, carriages,
etc, and nearly $11,000 in specie, and
11.S00 men."
And thus ended the greatest, and
most successful struggle for human
liberty the world has even seen. God
save the republic.

poo-pie-

s
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19,
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS-ATLAW-

MAX.

.

FR08T,

Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
PRICH dO,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices la all the District CourU
and gives special attention to casei
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

TtE

FIRST PT10JIAL
OF SANTA

BAH

'FE.

G. W.

BENJAMIN M. READ
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Siinta Fe,
Office: Sena Block, Pa'.ac Avenue.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.
A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at Law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
.
New Mexico
Demlng
EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney at Law.
Practice In the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.

The oldest banking Institutio n in New Mexico. Established in 1870.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Presl dent.

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.
Capital

Surplus and Undivided Profits $63,500.

Stock, $150,000.

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks in all markets for
its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of the civilized
world on as libera! terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on 6ix months' or year's term.
Liberal advances made on cons ignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as It
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety
posit boxes for rent.

De-

The patronage of the public is respectfully

E. C. ABBOTT,

necessary.

"The proposition to put the matter
up to the people to be voted upon was
recognized by both sides as being un
There
wise and also unnecessary.
could be no doubt of the city voting in
favor of the closing and the election
would have certainly caused some ill
feeling, which has now been happily
avoided. The council has handled the
matter in a spirit of fairness and the
saloon men have met this spirit with
one equally as conducive to the happy
solution of tho question."

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

Attorney at Law.

Practices

In the District and SuCourts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico.
Sauta Fe

preme

A. B. RENEHAN,

Practices hi the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law
a Specialty. Office
Santa Fe, N. M.

In

Catron

THE PALACE HOTEL

Block,

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Ptopt.

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
And now Judge Bernard S. Rodeyof
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
the U. S. court for Porto Rico places Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
Colsi&e and TaUc Service Unexcelled
himself on record as favoring single
statehood for New Mexico. The judge
GEORGE B. BARBER,
Large Sample Rooms lot Commercial Travelers.
is evidently endeavoring to undo the
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
,
Q
very silly mistake he made two Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
himunbossomed
he
when
months ago
Practice in the District Court and
New
self to several reporters to the effect Supreme Courts of the
Territory.
were
Mexico
that the people of New
Prompt Attention Given to All
corrupt, and bad and that political
Business.
conditions in the Sunshine Territory
& GALLU, Proprietors.
were very rotten, although the peoFRANK W. CLANCY,
ple of that same "rotten" commonAttorney at Law.
7 .
TERRITORIAL EDUCATIONAL SYS- wealth had elected him twice to rep- District Attorney for Second Judicial
lr1
resent them as their delegate in the
TEM
District.
The territorial press is beginning to national congress and had done so
Practices in the District Court and
voice emphatic protests against the without his candidacy costing him (he Supreme Court of the Territory;
idiotic plan to cumber the grounds of any money of the realm. As Judge iuso before the United States Supreme
the University of New Mexico at Al- Rodey is repentent now and believes Court in Washington.
out- in
statehood,
single
although he
buquerque with mud buildings in
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
line resembling Pueblo communal thinks It will not come this time, he
H. B. HOLT,
houses. Three or more of these un- may be forgiven.
U
sightly buildings have been built at
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces. New Mexico.
Representative John Sharp Willgre.7" Expense to the territory and they
iithnr Vionntifnl nnr artistic hilt iams of Mississippi, who will be the
Practices in the District Courts as!
Indicate that the management of the, next Senator from his state announces well as before the Sunrem- Court of
permanent Improvement fund of the( that he will devote one full year to the Territory.
institution should not be subject to the study and self improvement in order
MARK B. THOMPSON
higher to fit himself for the duties that will
idiosyncracies of the
devolve upon him when he assumes a
communal
Pueblo
The
Attorney-at-Laeducators.
buildings have served their day and seat in the upper branch of the nation- District Attorney,
Eighth Disirict,
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero CounAmerican and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
purpose and were sufficient for the al legislature. His action may be conpeople,1 sidered a rather high compliment to
ties.
a
of
wants
Heated.
Electric Lighted. Bvery Room a Good Ore. Short Order
whose advancement in civilization was the Senate and a genuine swipe at as Ci uces
New Mexico
Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
Department
Mr.
the clrcum-- . the House of Representatives.
considering
creditable,
of
,
the
opinion
HARVIE DUVAL,
stances, but whose ideas of architec-- Williams is evidently
tare were crude and born of necessit that what he knew while a member
Attorney at Law.
ies that no longer exist in a civilized of the House of Representatives was .and, Mining; and Corporation Law ex
I BBC
ample to make him a conspicuous clusively. Practice in all the District
community.
inleader In that body; but to shine in Courts and Supreme Court. Special
educational
For a leading
E-lfliLMstitution of the territory to ape the Senate ah, that is another story. attention to perfecting titles and or
E!
lament-a
Indicates
this architecture
ganizing and fiuauclng land and minis
The Socorro Chieftain
evidently
ng properties.
able paucity of practical or artistic
ideas, and seems to fit into the asser- inclined to be charitable toward the Office, Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
tion of the Daily New Mexican that recent fake reform administration as
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
the educational system of the territory-i- is evidenced by the following editorTHE BEST PUCE IN TOWN TC GET A GOOD MEAL.
and therefore Impractical. ial remark in a recent issue:
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
of Practices in the Supreme and District
"Governor ,Curry's appointment
That even the public school teachers
Courts of the Territory.
realize this can be gathered from the Captain John W. Green as superintenof the territorial penitentiary has Office, Socorro.
dent
SocorNew Mexico.
in
the
communication
If You Have Not Tb ken p Meal at The (Cokokado) it
following
ro Chieftain of last week and which met with the approval of even the
Will Pay to Do so Why Not Join These People.
press. This fact may
CATRON & GORTNER.
was written by a teacher:
"Sierra county teachers are wond- tend to arouse suspicion against Cap- Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
but
Catron Block.
ering. After the usual session of two tain Green's political character,
GOOD ROOMS WiTH ALL MODERN CGIVIIIENCES.
to
believe
be
us
let
enough
able
generous
under
the
weeks' institute work,
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
do
leadership of Mrs. Nora Brumback, of that the disciples of Hagermanworth
sometimes
political
recognize
two
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Santa Fe, the teachers underwent
Short orders upon short notice. W7e cater to the appetites of our
see it."
Notary Public.
disappointments. The first was the when thev
customers. COMB, COME, COME.
Office with the New Menca
failure of Superintendent Clark to apCo., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Delegate W. H. Andrews is in the
pear before the Institute to make an
address, as promised ; and the second national capital and he is allowing no
ROMAN L. BACA,
of the exam- grass to grow under his feet in his
was the
Real Estate and Mines.
ination questions. Later it was learn- work for statehood and for the pass
ed that Superintendent Clark had age of a bill for an enabling act for
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
Office Griffin
Bldg., Washington
gone to Michigan, and that no ques- New Mexico during the coming ses
tions for Sierra had left the Santa Fe sion of Congress. He is Interviewing Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
office.
While the superficial mind- U. S. Senators and members of the
OSTEOPATHY.
ed might regard the latter circum House of Representatives whenever
OR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
stance as cause for rejoicing, Sierra and wherever he gets the chance and
EE
BERBERE I
Osteopath.
county teachers are made of sterner will not take "No" for an answer.
No. 103 Palace Ave.
stuff. Having worked themselves up
to the proper pitch, they were ready
I
The matter of the illegal saAe of Successfully treats acute and chronic
GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR
fiS";"'
to try conclusions with any set of liquor to Pueblo Indians in several diseases without drugs or medicines.
No
for
charge
Consultation
questions that might be put before sections' of the territory is becoming
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
m.,
"Phone 156.
p. m.
them. Moreover, an address from the serious. In two or three puebloes It Hours:
"
territorial superintendent could have is reported that a number of Indians
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CONY T. BROWN,
and inspiring, we have
demoralized
become
proved helpful
quite
Mining Engineer.
doubt not, for Sierra county teachers by the use of Intoxicants. The traffic
Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.
are ever reaching for the helpful and should be stopped for the benefit of Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
School of Mines.
Inspiring things. But 'twas not to be. all concerned and that as soon as pos
.
Socorrc
New Mexico.
Are sible.
And now the question arises:
these teachers to be put to further
Court Fidelity and Public Official Sonds Lowest Rates.:
CORBET & 8MYTHE,
expense by undergoing a special exsystems and automo Civil, Mining and
Telephone
8trong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
Hydraulic Engineers.
amination, or will permits to teach bile lines are being established
in Assaying and General
Contracting.
Comanother year be granted them?
Now Mexico these days and that in
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
mon sense would appear to dictate the
many sections where, say, three years East side Plaza.
Santa Fe, N. M.
latter course."
ago a telephone or an automobile
Governor
is
who
Curry,
Evidently,
would have been as much of a rarity
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
an intensely practical man, has some as a
Chinese dragon. ProS3
Territorial Engineer.)
(Late
important work before him, even in gress and improvement are the order
Water
Railroad
Irrigation,
Supply,
this direction.
of the day in the Sunshine Territory.
and Bridge Building.
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
"Where there is a will there is a
During this week the Las Vegas
I
f
Optic has been rather short on edi- way." Governor Curry has started In
HOT TAMALES.
. .
ye Tested ant
torials but long on advertisements. with the. will and a strong and determHot Tamales, Chile Verde, Chile RIGHT PRICES
1V1C
The merchants and business men of ined one at that to make a way for Colorado, Pozole with . Cueritos,
Fitted by Up-tRIGHT GOODS
the Meadow City evidently understand statehood for the Sunshine Territory.
and Chicken Temole are among
that advertising in the daily paper AH patriotic and well disposed citizens the Mexican and Spanish dishes which RIGHT SERVICE
Date Method
.
published in their town pays and the regardless of party, regardless of sec- are being served nightly at the
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE
Optic finds that advertisements pay tion, should aid him wi'th might and date short order house, The Bon Toil
246 San Francisco St. Santa Fe. N ti
In
the
main
better than editorials.
Restaurant.
object.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
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described by Lossing: "The American army was drawn up on the right
Bide of the road and the French on
tho left. Washington on his white
charger was at the head of the column and Rochambeau was at the nead
of the French column. Universal silas the vanquished
ence prevailed
troops slowly marched out of their
intrenchments, with their colors cased
and their drums beating a British tune
and passed between the columns of
All were eager
the allied armies.
to look upon Cornwallis, the terror o.
the South, in his hour of adversity,
They were doomed to disappoint
ment; he had given himself up to vex

IN NEW
ARIZONA.

After January 31 of the coming year
saloons in the city of Phoenix, the
capital of Arizona, will be closed on
Sundays. In other Arizona towns It
seems they are wide open. New Mexico is in much belter shape before
the country In this line. In most of
the cities and towns in tnis Territory
the Sunday closing law .s strictly enforced. In Albuquerque it is not the
case. What is tho matter with those
kid gloved
high toned,
reformers in the Duke City who always talk about the enforcement of
law while their breath smells of
cloves? Are they under the dominion of tlie saloon keepers of the Duke
City? Where are all of the agencies
of justice there or is the old girl,
like the star-eyegoddess of reform
recently in New Mexico, too siny to
know what is going on? Referring to
the action of the city council of Phoe
nix, the Gazette published there, a
very able and decent newspaper saysf
"The disposition of the Sunday clos
ing of the saloons of the city was ae
complished at the meeting of the
council last night in a manner that
will undoubtedly be satisfactory to all
parties concerned. In placing January
31 as the time for the ordinance to go
into effect, the question has been set
tied and at the same time the saloon
men have been given time to arrange
their business affairs, if any arrange

ment
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SURRENDER OF CORNWALLIS, OCTOBER 19, 1781.
"Civilization is a plant of slow
French
growth," says the eminent
publicist Guizot; this is true, but it
is also true that liberty is a plant of
still slower growth. As far back as
history roaches there are found tentative efforts at civilizing various
and some of those attempts, like
those of Greece and Rome, took such
deep root as to have survived the
storms and revolutions of centuries
and still exist in various forms today.
On the contrary, human liberty as it
is understood, was almost unknown
until its dawn in America. The turbulent democracies of Greece, were
contrived by able
simple methods
demagogues for the ostracism and
banishment of their rivals and the
Roman Republic was such only
in name. From the days of Romulus
there were incessant and often bloody
encounters between the Plebians and
Patricians, until Julius Caesar established the Empire, and ended the Republic. After the invasions of the
Barbarians, feudalism, aristocracies,
monarchies and despotisms ruled and
ruined the world.
At length, in God's good time Columbus discovered the new world, and
opened a field of enterprise for the
daring spirits oi Europe, and from the
Danube, the Don, the Shannon, and
the Thames, they came to found new
homes in the boundless, untrodden
with the discovWest. Almost
ery, the feuds and national hatreds
which had caused such dire miseries
to
nil over Europe were transferred
these virgin shores and from the Mississippi, to the St. Lawrence, every
hill and dale resounded with the din
of battles in which the people of
America hid no Interest whatever.
But as sometimes good springs frim
evil, these wars had the effect t of
training the hardy settlers In the
science of battle and campaigning, so
when the time came to utilize their
knowledge in their own cause they
were ready for the strife.
The Declaration of Independence
was a revelation to the world, containing as it did principles, which to
the end of time will be the Inspiration
of all peoples struggling to the light
of liberty. Beginning on the night of
April, 19, 1775, the war of the Revoover nearly seven
lution extended
years with varying fortune, sometimes the poorly equipped, badly clothed, and worse fed Continentals, seemed on the very verge of utter defeat
and again mainly through the splendid heroism and indomitable patience
and perserverance of the Father of
his country (who really knew no such
word as fail), they carried their glorious banner over the enemies prostrate bodies to bravely won and well
deserved victory. It Is to the closing
scones of this magnificent struggle
that the New Mexican calls attention
today.
On May 11, 1778, being the spring
after the awful winter in Valley Forge,
the glorious news arrived in the camp
of the negotiation of the treaty with
France; from that time everything
pointed to a successful termination of
the great struggle for liberty. Lack
of space forbids any allusion to the
stirring events that followed. Lord
Cornwallis, who commanded in the
south, proved himself to be a savage
marauder, and gave free rein to the
licentious passions of his hirelings.
Leasing in his "Field Book of the
Revolutions," says: "The conduct of
Cornwallis, during his march of over
1,500 miles
through the southern
states was often disgraceful to the
British name. He suffered dwelling
houses to be plundered of everything
that could be carried off; and it was
well known that his private table
was furnished with plate thus obtained from private families. It was estimated, from the best information obtainable, that during the six months
previous to the surrender at York-town- ,
the devastations of his army
amounted in value to about fifteen
millions of dollars."
The scene of the surrender Is thus
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Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
Sept., 23, 1907.
Notice ia hereby given that Juan
Francisco Gallegos, of Jemes, N. M.,
"Good news travels fast," and the
has filed notice of his Intention to thousands of bad back sufferers in
make final five-yea- r
proof In support Santa Fe are glad to learn that prompt
of his claim, viz: Homestead
Entry relief is within their reach. Many a
No. 7208 made September 2, 1902, for lame, weak and aching back 13 bad
N
SW
SE
Section no more, thanks to Doan's Kidney
the N
13, Township 18 N Range 3 E., and Pills. Our citizens are telling the
that said proof will be made before good news of their experience with
Marcus C. de Baca, Probate Clerk at, the Old Quaker Remedy. Here is an
4, example worth reading:
Bernalillo, N. M., on November
1907.
Hilarlo Baca, living on Delgado
He names the following witnesses Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I feel
to prove his continuous residence up- so greatly pleased with the results obtained from Doan's Kidney Pills, which
on, and cultivation of the land viz:
Francisco Duran, of Jemez, N. M.; I procured at Ireland's Pharmacy, that
Benito Gallegos, of Jemes, N. M.; Re- I am glad to recommend them. Off
fugio Armento, of Perea, N. M.; Jose and on for three or four months I had
Maestas y Ruiz, of Perea, N. M.
been subject to pain in my back and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
felt it severely at times, especially
Register. when I stooped or lifted or brought
any strain on the muscles of my loins.
Take DeWitt's Little Early Riser Owing to the persistence of the anPills. Sold by the Ireland Pharmacy. noyance I was led to believe that the
cause was due to some derangement
of the kidneys and after using Doan's
Herewith are some bargains offered
Kidney Pills a short time I noticed an
by the New Mexican Printing Comand before I had finimprovement,
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the ished one box I was cured. I have not
Teritory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep had an induction of a pain since using
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Mis- Doan's
Kidney Pills, and will recomsouri Pleading forms, $5; Missouri mend them
to others as the opportunCode Pleadings, $G; the two for $10;
Itself."
ity
presents
Adapted to Jtfew Mexico Code, Laws
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
of New Mexico, 1899, 1901, end 1903, cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
English and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; New York, sole agents for the United
Flexible-Cover
full leather, $3; Sheriff's
States.
Pocket Docket, slng'e, $1.25;
Remember the name Doan's and
two or more books, $1 each; New Mex take no other.
ico Supreme Courts Reports, Nos. 3
to 10, inclusive $3.30 each; Cotoplla-tioSubscribe for the Daily New
Corporation Laws 75c; Compilaand get the news.
tion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of New Mc :ico Reports, full
A Card.
sheep, $G.50; full list scl ool blanks.
This is to certify that ai druggists
are authorized to refund your money
In most cases consumption results if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure
from a neglected or Improperly treat- your cough or cold. It stops the
ed cold. Foley's Honey and Tar cures cough, heals the lungs and prevents
the most obstinate coughs and pre- serious results from a cold. Cures la
vents serious results. It costs you no grippe cough and prevents pneumonia
Contains no opimore than the unknown preparations and consumption.
and you should Insist upon having the ates. The genuine is in a yellow packgenuine in the yellow package. For age. Refuse substitutes. Sold by the
ale by the Ireland Pharmacy.
Ireland Pharmacy.
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New Mexico Military Institute.

i

NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. M,

QOOD NEWS.

(Homestead Entry No. 7208.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

2
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officer Detailed by War Depart
ment.. Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL
IN CLASS "A."
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or for business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest
location of any Military School in the Union.
Located in the beautiful Pecos Valley the
garden spot of the West at an elevation
of 3,700 feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during session.
Eleven officers and instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated,
lighted and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
G. Hamilton,
Vice President; J. Phelps
White, Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson, Secretary, and W. A. Finlay.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.
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Where El Paso
Boosters Will
Go on Trip
LEAVE

PASiciTY

7

NOV.

Many Towns in New Mexico

and West Texas Will
Be Visited.
The El Paso boosters' trade excursion which will make a tour of New
Mexico and Texas next month will
leave the Pass City Thursday, November 7th. It is expected that not less
than 100 business men of El Paso
will accompany the excursion. The
special train will consist of a baggage
and commissary car, a diner and three
Standard Pullmans and will be one of
the finest in point of equipment ever
run out of the Texas city. The following Is the Itinerary of the trip which
has just been Completed.
Where They Go.
The excursion will leave El Paso on
the morning of Thursday, November
7, at 8:30 o'clock and the first day will
be spent seeing; the Rio Grand Valley
and getting over to Demlng. Stops are
to be made at Mesilla, Las Cruces,
Rincon, Nutt and Deming.
The second day, November 8th, the
train will run over to Silver City for
several hours, and return to Demlng
in the afternoon, leaving there at 5
o'clock and making a night' run to Rincon.

Next day, the 9th, will be spent on
the main line of the Santa Fe, visiting
San Marcial, San Antonio,
Socorro,
Helen, Albuquerque, Larny and reaching Santa Fe at night, remaining there
till 5 o'clock next morning.
Sunday, October 10th, will be spent
on the Santa Fe Central, with stops at
Stanley, Moriarlty, Mcintosh, Estancia
and Willard.
At Torrance the El Paso and Southwestern road will be reached at 1:15
o'clock iu the afternoon of Sunday and
the train will then come south to
stopping en route at Corona, Ancho, Carrizozo, Three Rivers
and Tularosa and reaching Alamogor-dat 6:30 o'clock In the evening.
Night in Alamogordo.
The train will remain in Alamogordo till 3 o'clock Monday morning, November 11, when it will retrace its
trip over the Southwestern, going as
far as Santa Rosa and making stops
Monday a't Duran, Vaughn and Pas-turreaching Santa Rosa at 10:40 a.
m. The train will continue on up the
line to Tucumcari and Vaughn, where,
at 11 o'clock that night it will transfer
at the latter place to the Santa Fe cut
off and head for the Pecos valley,
stopping at Texico, where a change is
made to the Pecos Valley road at 6
o'clock Tuesday morning,
November

o

12.

0J0 CALIEflTE fjOT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficiency of these watlocated In the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiles west the miraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheua
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on 'the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Grande Railroad, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
daily line of stages rune to the springs. La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc.
The temperature of these waters is etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week; $50 per
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate month.
Stage meets Denver trains
very dry .and delightful the yearj and waits for Santa Fe train upon reround. There Is now a commodious quest. This resort Is attractive at all
hotel for the convenience of invalids. seasons and Is open all winter. Pasand tourists. People suffering with sengers for Ojo Callente can leave
'
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo
tagious diseases, are not accepted., Callante at 4 p. m., the same day.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fa to
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further parthe richest alkaline Hot Springs in ticulars, address.
e

Bar-anc-

J

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Ojo Callente. Taos County,

N

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

A complete and thoroughly

TO

MARCH

Tuesday the train will run down the
Pecos Valley line and stop at Portales,
Roswell, Hagerman, Artesla and Carlsbad. At Roswell they will stay from
10:30 a. m., till 2 o'clock in the after
noon, and at Carlsbad they will stay
from 5:30 p. m., till 11:30 o'clock that
night.
Back to Texas.
Pecos, Texas, will be reached at 4
o'clock in the morning of November 13
and two hours and a half will be spent
there, the train leaving at 6:40 o'clock
for Barstow, where the time between
7 and 9 o'clock in the morning will be
spent. On the return trip over the
Texas and Pacific Railway into El
Paso, stops will be made on that day
at Pecos, Texas, Toyah, Van Horn,
Sierra Blanca, Clint and Ysleta, the
train reaching El Paso at 9 o'clock in
the evening of Wednesday, November'

1ST.

practical course of instruction

Crops, Dairying, Farm Machinery, Farm Mechanics, Fruit
Agriculture,
Vegetable Growing, Livestock and Elementary
Home Sanitation, Sewing, Fancy Needlework.

in Field

Growing,
Cooking,

FOUR months beginning October 28th. Prepared for those who
cannot attend school the full year but who are free during November,
December, January and February. Course open to any one over fifteen

For further Information

address,

v

y

LUTHER POSTER, President
P. O.) Agricultural College, N.

i

M.

Morlarty
Morlarty
'Ar. Mcllntosh
Lv. Mcintosh
Ar. Estancia
jLv. Estancia
Ar, Willard
Lv. Willard
. . . .
Ar. Torrance
El Paso and Southwestern System.
Sunday, November 10.
Lv. Torrance
1:15 p. in.
1:30 p. m.
Ar. Corona
Lv. Corona
1:45 p. m.
2:45 p. m.
Ar. Ancho
Lv. Ancho
3:00 p. m.
Ar. Carrizozo
3:45 p. m.
Lv. Carrizozo
4:15 p. m.
Ar. Three Rivers
5:05 p. ni.
Lv. Three Rivers
5:15 p. m.
Ar. Tularosa
5:45 p. m.
6:00 p. m.
Lv. Tularosa
Ar. Alamogordo
6:30 p. ru.
Monday, November 11.
Lv. Alamogordo
2:00 a. m.
Ar. Duran
7:00 a. m.
Lv. Duran
7:30 a. m.
7:55 a. m.
Ar, Vaughn
Lv. Vnnehn
n m.
Ar. Pastura
9:45 a. m.

jLv. Pastura
'Ar. Santa RoBa

p L Vegas

A

Jv
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HKeDnedy

irVjrorlany

V
Oisf

Santa Rosa

AEstaucla

W

10:00 a. m.
10:40 a. m.
El Paso Rail-- )

Chicago Rock Island and
way.
Lv. Santa Rosa
1:00 p. ni.
Ar. Tucumcari
2:00 p. m.
Lv. Tucumcari
7:00 p. m.
El Paso and Southwestern System,
Ar. Vaughn
11:00 p. m.
Santa Fe Cutoff.
Lv. Vaughn
11:30 p. m.
Tuesday, November 12.
Ar. Texico
6:00 a. ni.
Pecos Valley Lines.
Lv. Texico
C:30 a. m.
lAr. Portales
7:40 a. m.
Lv. Portales
7:40 a. m.
Ar. Roswell
10:40 a. m.
Lv. Roswell
2:00 p. m.
Ar. Hagerman
2:45 p. ni.
.
Lv. Hagerman
3:15 p. m.
4:05 p. in.
jAr. Artesia
Lv. Artesia
4:35 p. m.
5:50 p, m.
Ar. Carlsbad ..,
11:30 p. m.
Lv. Carlsbad
Wednesday, November 13.
4:00 a. m.
Ar. Pecos
Texas and Pacific Railway.
Lv. Pecos
6:40 a. m.
Ar. Barstow
7:00 a. ni.
Lv. Barstow
9:00 a. m.
9:15 a. m.
;Ar. Pecos
Lv. Pecos
9:45 a. m.
Ar. Toyah
10:55 a. m.
Lv. Toyah
12:25 a. m.
2:00 p. m.
Ar. Van Horn
Lv. Van Horn
2:30 p. ni.
Ar. Sierra Blanca
4:00 p. ni.
Lv. Sierra Blanca
4:15 p. ni.
Ar. Clint
7:00 p. m.
Ar. Ysleta
8:30 p. m.
'Ar. El Paso
9:00 p. m.
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STUDY T HE MAP.
The natural point on the New A., T. & S. F. Cut-of- f
for the distribu-tion of freight, having the advantag of the easy grades and short route
to the East and West, and direct com municatiou will all points iu the Ter- -

ritory.

Wholesale houses are coming to Wlllard as soon as the
Is onen.
Surrounded by a fine farming countr y. The purest water Iu New Mexico.
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mexico.
The
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New Mexicu
Willard is a growing town. Willard will make a City. Study the Ma;.
For information, cal on or address
Cut-of-

f

FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE.
WILLARD, N. M.

Santa Fe Livery Stable
THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

LIVERY, BOARDING AHO FEED STABLE
CARRIAGE 8 EB VICE
SADDLE H0R8E8
JH
Ji
PINE R1Q8
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How to Cure a Cold.

The question of how to cure a cold
without unnecessary loss of time is
one in which we are all more or less
Interested, for the quicker a cold is
gotten rid of the less the danger of
pneumonia and other serious diseases.

I

PHONE 132.

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

Mr. B. W. L. Hall, of Waverly, Va.,

has used Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for years andsays: "I firmly believe Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to
be absolutely the best preparation on
,the market for colds. I have recom-- .
mended it to my friends and they all
(agree with me." For sale by all drug-

I am Sole Agent in this city for

"SCHWABS"
Celebrated Set Price Suits of

$10.00 $I5.00$20.00 25.00

"BOOTH'S OYSTERS."

Fit and wear guaranteed. Sole agent for "Crossetta" Men's
Shoes, "Best on Earth." Please call and convince yourself. No
trouble to show goods.

The very finest in the land have
Just been received at the Bon Ton
Restaurant. These are the very first
of the season and can be found only
at this place where they are
in everything. A trial will convince

ADOLPH SELIGM AN

you.

Take something now and then to
help the stomach. Kodol will do this.
It is a combination of natural digescon-jtants and vegetable acids and healtains the same Juices found in a
to
take.
thy stomach. It is pleasant
It digests what you eat. Sold by the
Ireland Pharmacy.
-

J

"HOI

OY8TERSI

257

8an Fran

Cisco

HO!"

Street

7cres

Indian ami mexicEn

aeo

Curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquois, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
Blankets,

-

....

'

8:30

a. m.

10.10 a.
10:20 a.
10:Zti"n.
12:30 a.

2:00
2:30
4:00
4:15
5:45

p.

p.
p,
p.
p.

Friday, November 8.
Lv. Deming
8:00 a.
Ar. Silver City
10:30 a.
Lv. Silver City
3:00 p.
Ar. Deming
5:30 p.
'Lv. Deming
6:00 p.
Ar. San Marcial
12:00 m.
Saturday, November 9.
Lv. San Marcial
8:00 a.
Ar. San Antonio
8:40 a.
Ar. Socorro
9:15 a.
Lv. Socorro
10:15 a.
Ar, Belen
12:15 p.
Lv. Belen
1:15 p.
2 : 45 p.
Ar. Albuquerque
Lv. Albuquerque
3:45 p.
Ar. Lamy
6:15 p.
Lv. Lamy ..
6:15 p.
Ar. Santa Fe
7:30 p.
Santa Fe Central Railroad.
v.
Sunday, November
Santa Fe
5:00 a.

........

years of age.

a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. in.
p. ni.

The first of the season just received
13.
short ordei
at the only
The following is the official itiner house, The Bon Ton, where they are
ary of the trip, showing the time and being served to your taste. Call and
place of each stop and the railroad be convinced. They handle A. Booth's
lines to be traversed:
New York oysters, which come in
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Rail- sealed cans.

Ar. Nutt
Lv. Nutt
Ar. Demlng

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

Stanley

-

way.
Thursday, November 7.
Lv. El Paso
Ar. Mesilla Park
Lv. Mesilla Park
Ar. Las Cruces
Lv. Las Cruces
Ar. Rincon
Lv. Rincon

THE NEW MEXICO

OCTOBER 28TH

.M

7:00
7:15
7:45
8:15
8:35
8:50
9:10
10:10
10:30
11:30
1:00

Stanley
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Quinsy, Sprains and 8welltngs Cured.
"Ia November, 1901, I caught cold
and had the quinsy. My throat was
swollen so I could hardly breathe. I
applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
it gave me relief in a short time. In
two days I was all right," says Mrs.
L. Cousins,
Michigan.
Otterhura,
Chamberlain's Pain Balm is a lini

Kodaks and Photo Supplies.

ment and

Attention.

Is especially

sprains and swellings.
all druggists.

valuable

for

For sale

by

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of

DEVELOPING, PRINTING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Porap
Send for Catalogue,
(HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
510 8. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.

m.

A POOR, RUN DOWN WOMAN.
Many a woman who is weak and all
run down, would thank Dr. Laurltzen
from tht bottom of her heart, if she
would only try Lauritzen's Health Table Malt or Malt Tonic, because it
make a new woman of
m. would, surely
For sale by,
her.
m,
H. 8. KAUNE & CO.
m.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38.

m.
m.
m.
m.

OUR

OTTO RETSCH, Proprfetot.

m,

PABST'S BLUE RIBBON

m.

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
m.
We are pleased to announce that Fo'
m,
ley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
m.
and lung troubles is not affected by
m,
the National Pure Food and Drug Law
m as it contains no opiates or othei
m, harmful
drugs, and we recommend
it as a safe remedy for children aw)
adults. For sale by the Ireland
m

AGE

ANY QUANTITY

Beer of Quality.
PINT UP.

TA
FROM A

Pine Vines, hiqnors and cigars,

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

t

t

i

For anything and everything appertaining
call on the Xew Mexican Printing Company
.

SANTA FE, N.M.
to Printing or Binding
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SHOP
SR9I

The new Fall and Winter Samples are in, and we are ready
toshowyouthc best line
ever seen in the city

keep on making Clothes to
order, because men keep on
wanting them. They keep
on wanting them

We

be-causewema-

M'

(I

.

7

ke

INCORPORATED

Th tfecreU of old

ago is Health. tJ.se
BALLAKU5
HOREHOUND

u

I

OPENING

SYRUP

AH

the latest and most desirable effects

Dress Goods and Silk Waist

in

Patterns.

Also a Complete Up-t- o Date Line of Mens
Youths, Boys and Childrens Clothing at
lowest prices. Our Merchant Tailoring Department is the best
in the city and we

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
CALL AJD BE COJWIJMED
P. 0. Box 219.
For

Half

a

Century

the

-- 0

Phono No. 36.

Leading Dry

Goods

House

in tHe City.

sold.

ing.

Fat

I

CHARLES

WAGNER

Furniture Company.

n

Iron and Brass Beds, Rattan Goods,
Corner Stands, Just Received.

Kitchen

Cabinets,

Book and

EMBALMING

AND

Cart-wrigh-

NATHAN SALMON.

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.

O

306--

11

Specialty.

Plata,

HEATING STOVES AND RANGES

San FrancL 0 U.

Night Call Prion

Pbone

N.

10

1

3C
When You Want to Buy,
Sell or Exchange

HOUSEHOLD

a

Keep Busy Until Ycu Find
PRICE $3.00.

equal

fve fried ffiemdir

iqoj.

FALL

Rev. and Mrs. W. U. Dye, who are
east, were in Richmond. Virginia during the present week and Rev
Dye attended the triennial Episcopal
convoca'tlon in session there.
Mrs. D. W. Daley, who has been
in the city for several weeks, visiting
relatives, left this morning for her
home In Ft. Madison, Iowa. She was
accompanied by her two sons, Herman
And ron will have health.
and William Daley.
Oroafc earo should bo taken of
Hon. W. A. Hawkins, general attorones health and Ballard's
ney for the El Paso and Southwestern
Horehound Syrup will euro
railway, spent the week here on legal
COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
business for his road. Mr. Hawkins
AND
ALL,
BRONCHITIS
has many clients who have litigation
PULMONARY DISEASES.
in New Mexico courts.
Mrs. J. II. McNeil, Salt
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Rigby and daugh
Lake City, Utah, writes: "I
ter, Miss Rigby, tourists from Indeam eighty years old and 1
thank Horehound Syrup for
pendence, Iowa, were arrivals yester
day in Santa Fe. They will be here
having cured me or couyhs
colds and other like dlaeswud."
for several days and are guests at the
Palace hotel.
Three Sizes 25c, SOc and 1.00.
Professor Alfredo M. Sanchez, as
sistant superintendent of public in
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
struction, will leave next week for El
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Rito, where he will deliver an address
inat the Rio Arriba county teachers'
istitute which is now in session there.
Dr. Charles A. Wheelon and George
Sold and Recommended by
M. Kinsell. nronose to leave tomor
FISCHER DRUG STORE.
row morning, the weather permitting,
Gem City tonight
for an overland trip to mining prop- home In the
will
thereafter
go to his
erty owned by them in the Pecos min- and
mines.
Jones
the
near
for
in
mountains
Oscuro
district
ranches
the
ing
They expect to be back Monday even- delivery of the lambs which he has

to please them

WHITE
HOUSE f. v. BUTTER
COFFEE

1907.

19,

uniAij HLHHfli,

formerly
Chicago, who is thinking of locating
at Roswell, is a visitor in Santa Fe,
and during his stay is a guest at St.

Clothes

1

-

D

Mr4

Mrs. Robert C. Kline, of Jennings,
David Gano of Chicago, Illinois, who
Louisiana, who has been a visitor in has been visiting friends in this city
Santa Fe for some time a guest at and vicinity for the past three weeks,
St. Vincent's Sanitarium, will leave left last night for his home in the
week for her Windy City. Mr. Gano put in most of
during the coming
southern home. She has been much his vacation in hunting and as evid
benefitted in health by her sojourn ence of his prowess with the gun
here.
bagged five wild turkeys and one
after-noothis
left
Massie
A.
Dr.
deer all of which were killed on the
James
or Thin,
We can fit every man, Large or Small,
via the Santa Fe Central Railway Jemez national forest near the Bland
Come and let us show you our swell line thats all.
for Carlsbad, where he will represent lumber camp in Cochiti canon. He is
Montezuma lodge No. 1, A. F. and A. taking the deer skin home with him
Masons, as its representative at the .is a trophy of his skill as a huntsman.
The Saturday Afternoon Whist club
meeting of the grand lodge of New
t
Mnvlrn. Tin is iunior warden of the met today with Mrs. Samuel G.
on
East
home
at the Cartwright
local lodge.
General Manager Arthur G. Wells De Vargas street. Last week the club
of the coast lines of the Santa Fe was entertained most pleasantly by
HOUSE IS THE CITY m
DATE DRY GOOJ-THE LARGEST AND MOST
Railway and family, passed through Mrs. Frank W. Shearon at the Shearon
New Mexico during the week en route home on Chapelle street. Mrs. Shearon
from Los Angeles for a visit with rel is not a member of the club but as she
atives and friends in the East. They had been its guest several times her
will be absent from Los' Angeles for entertainment was given in apprecia
several weeks.
tion 01 the compliment. The vianus
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN. Mrs. Francis C. Wilson and two lit- served by Mrs.
Shearon were exquis
tle children arrived in the city during ite so say the ladies who were pres
the week, coming here to join their ent.
husband and father. Clerk Wilson of
Governor George Curry will leave
the First judicial district court. They tomorrow for Roswell, accompanied by
expect to go to housekeeping in a his son, Charles Curry, who will enter
few days, having found a suitalde fur- the New Mexico
Military 'Institute,
nished residence.
which is located at that place. From
Mrs. S. Spitz is expected to return Roswell Governor Curry will go to
homo during the coming week. She Carlsbad to be present at the meeting
is at present in Denver, where she Is there next week of the Masonic grand
the guest of her brothers and sisters lodge of the territory, and thence he
there. Mrs. Spitz has been absent for will go to Lincoln, Carrizozo, Tularosa,
some time, having gone first to South Alamogordo and other points In south
)S(TC&k(&
-F- ORBend, Indiana, where she placed her eastern New Mexico. He is expected to
daughter, Miss Florence in St. Mary's be absent from the Capital about a
Fruits And Vegetables
Institute at Notre Dame, and from week or ten days.
there went to Chicago and thence to
coffee.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
Denver.
of All Iliads in
Carlsbad to attend
left for
has
Colo
of
Durango,
John B. Harper
of
the Masonic
sessions
the
rado, engineer in charge of Pueblo ir
meet
will
which
bodies
grand
conis
also
season.
rigation works and who
will
he
go
Thereafter
week.
next
there
structing engineer of the great Zunl to Roswell and return to Santa Fe
river resorvoir ami uuuu sjsiem,
two yuiiSei
He
nfflnini hitatafia.
.. ....
- - - witn Mrs. jana aim uieir.
wio
ili LW
LUUUJ Vl
children. They expect to reach Santa
Is en route to Durango for a short vis
of the coming
it. The Zuni river reservoir and ditc!i Fe about the latter part
and will then take up their
week
construcof
course
in
been
system has
on
tion for over three years. It is a tre- abode In the Luckenbach residence
which
have
Palace
avenue,
upper
they
anmendous project and will require
A
rented.
other year to finish.
James P. McNulty, of Cerrillos, su
Mayor II. 0. Bursum of Socorro, h:n
Turof the American
perintendent
in
week
this
the
spent
past
city, partleft
last
company,
quoise
evening
ly on personal and partly on political
affairs. He has made a sale of his evening for Carlsbad to attend the
No.
40.
of
Fe.
Santa
E.
Corner
Telephone
S.
lambs and will deliver them to ihe Thirtieth Annual Communication
of
of
Grand
Free
Masons
the
Lodge
purchasers about November 10. Ho U
still holding his ewe crop for better New Mexico, as a representative from
Cerrillos Lodge No. 19, at Cerrillos
figures. He expects to leave for his
Mr. McNulty is Senior Warden of the
Lodge. The Cerrillos Lodge Is in good
condition financially and has consid
erable Masonic work on hand. Petitions of four candidates are being considered at this time.
Mrs. Amsden is chaperoning a party of school teachers and a few of
their friends who left today on horse-bacand In vehicles for the cliff dwellings near the Buckman lumber camp
where they will remain until tomorin
be
row evening. Besides Mrs. Amsden,
Why
others enjoying the outing are Miss
We
Wood
Boyd, Miss DuVal, Miss Walker, Miss
Oil
Condon, Miss Griffin, Dr. Lord, Hugh
DuVal and Frank Newhall. Miss Grlf.
tin and Mr. DuVal joined the party af
of
Buckman, the others having left early
in the morning, while the latter startis
ed at noon.
in
SPORTING GOODS OF ALL KINDS.
A. A. Keen of Albuquerque,
for
land commisterritorial
years
eight
NOW IS THE Tl WE FOR FOOT BALL
sioner and a faithful and efficient official, left the Duke City this mornWe
ing for Carlsbad, Eddy county, to atno
tend the sessions of the Masonic grand
lodge of New Mexico which will be
held there next week. He Is the grand
PLUMBING CALLS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
secretary, of the lodge and has been
PHONE 14.
in that position for twenty-twyears.
His record Is first class. He is also secretary of the grand "chapter of Royal
Arch Masons and grand recorder of
the commandery of Knights Templar.
These bodies will also meet In Carlsbad next week in annual session.
Iron Pipes and Fittings, Cuaip Out fits, Filing Tackle, AmmimRion.Riflea, Shot Guns, Piatola.
GP-T-

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

of

in the

v

r

Vincent's Sanitarium.

.aa.tiiw.f.v.j

rUWKS

official business.
Dr. Howard Crutchen,

N.M'

II

Lieutenant Frank W. Ball, IT. a. I
Army, stationed at Albuquerque In the
recruiting service, was registered yesterday at the Claire. Ho was here on

I
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Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Large Stock

of Picture Moulding.

1

PURE FOOD WHISKEY
Vr"

Our goods having been bought
in bond--Th- e
Pure Food Laws
have not changed any of our
labels.

Hi

j

ft

comfortable cold weather,
have an extensive line of Coal
and
Heatersfrom which to make selection at
prices that defy competition.
Our stock Horse covers Plush lap robes Harness
and Saddles the most complete ever shown
the city,
invite you to call and inspect our
trouble to show goods.
lines,

o

(Continued on Page Ten.)
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Phone No. 94.

"THE CLUB."

Ranges Cheap Not Cheap Ranges
not

M

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company
Reference: Quality cf Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

GffiO. S.

BLUNT,

THE IRELAND

M'GKR,.

PHARMACY

&

PI(ESqiPT10J SPECIALISTS

Your Prescriptions arc Filled
Carefully and Accurately by a
Registered Pharmacist.
Phono 41

Phone

41

fi

4
'J
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ORGANIZATION OF GRAND LODGE

for twenty-seveyears, (but
which is now only a relic) and which
has been the sceue of many interestOn the evenings of the
ing events.
9th and 10th, of August the degree of
a Master Mason was conferred upon
Colonel Max. Frost and Captain Fredcommis
erick Freeborn Whitehead,
sary of subsistence, U. S. Army, then
stationed here as chief commissary
of subsistence of the military district
of New Mexico.
Annual Grand Communications Com
menced.
The first regular annual communication of the Grand Lodge of New
Mexico convened in the hall of Montezuma Lodge in Santa Fe, on January
6, 1879, and thereafter up to date reg
ular grand communications have been
held yearly. Lodges were then constituted as follows:
White Mountain Lodge. No. 5, July
5, 1880, at Globe City, Arizona, and
Temple Lodge No. 6, at Albuquerque,
November 11, 1880. Upon the organ!
zatlon of the Grand Lodge of Arizona
several years thereafter Globe City
Lodge naturally joined the Grand
Lodge of its own political
On April 25, 1880, an edict was issued by the then grand master of the
Grand Lodge of New Mexico forbidding all Masonic intercourse with the
members of Silver City Lodge No. 465
which had declined to take part in
the formation of the Grand Lodge of
New Mexico and arresting the charter
of the lodgo. By that time the Grand
Lodge of New Mexico had been fully
recognized as a legal and sovereign
Masonic Grand body by nearly all of
the Masonic grand lodges of the United States, Canada, England, Scotland,
Ireland and other English
speaking
countries, the Grand Lodge of Missouri, however, refusing such recognition and standing by what It was
pleased to call the rights and preroga
tives of its daughter lodge at Silver
City.
The Grand Lodge of New Mexico
withsettled the matter
in Its own sovereign jurisdiction by
granting a charter to Alpha Lodge No.
7, at Silver City, during the session
of 1881, a dispensation to the lodge
having been granted by the then
New-comgrand master, Simon Bolivar
of Las Cruces, on August 8,
1881. On March 20, 1882, a charter
was granted to Silver City Lodge No.
8, the membership of which was formed from Alpha Lodge No. 7 holding a
charter from the Grand Lodge of New
Mexico and from Silver City Lodge
No. 465, which surrendered its charter to the Grand Lodge of New Mexico, and by this action peace and harmony in the Masonic craft were restored. The Grand Lodge of Missouri
then formally recognized the Grand
Lodge of New Mexico as a free and
sovereign
independent grand body
within its territorial limits.
This closed a memorable and important occurrence In Masonic Jurisprudence, and especially established
the fact that a Grand Lodge could be
legally formed within any political subdivision by three lodges therein, provided the usual Masonic laws and regulations were complied with. New Mexico, even in the Masonic world, had to
fight for its rights and privileges as
it has fought for recognition and for
statehood for sixty years and is doing
today and now with the hopes of
speedy success.
More Lodges Chartered.
Lodges were then chartered as follows: Socorro Lodge, No. 9, at Socorro, on December 20, 1882; Mimbres
Lodge No. 10, at Georgetown, on December 20, 1882; Gate City Lodge, No.
11, at Raton, on December 12, 1883;
Deming Lodge, No. 12, at Deming, on
December 12, 1883; Hiram Lodge, No.
13, at San Marcial, on November 11,
1885. Western Star Lodge, No. 14, at
Chloride, on November 14, 1887; Animas Lodge, No. 15, at Farmington, on
November 14, 1887; Kingston Lodge,
No. 16, at Kingston, on January 15,
1889; Chama Lodge No. 17, at Chama,
on January 11, 1889.
Thereafter charters were granted
to Roswell Lodge No. 18, at Roswell,
on January 29, 1890; Cerrlllos Lodge,
No. 19, at Cerrlllos, on January 20,
1890; White Oaks Lodge No. 20, at
Mexico

III 1877

Montezuma No. 1 at Santa Fe Commenced the Work in Vast Ex-

tent of Territory.

i
Thirty-Fou- r

OF

GRAFT

IN

RECENT

Lodges and Over Eighteen Hundred
Thirtieth
Annual Communica-

YEARS

Members--

tion in Carlsbad.
Sketch By Max Frost, 33,
Past Grand Master.)
The thirtieth annual communication
of the grand lodge of New Mexico of
Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday, the 21st day of October in the
beautiful town of Carlsbad, the county seat of Eddy County. Grand Master A. N. Pratt,' of the Carlsbad
lodge, will call the grand lodge to
order. Th majority of the lodges will
be represented, although Carlsbad Is
not easily accessible.
The grand master's report will show
that Free Masonry Is In a very flour-ish'ncondition in the Territory.
First Appearance in New Mexico.
The first appearance of Free Masonry in New Mexico was made with
the arrival of the American troops
r
which reached Santa Fe in 1846,
Genthe command of Brigadier
eral Stephen V. Kearny. Part of this
corps consisted of Missouri and Illinois volunteer regiments. Within a
very short time after arrival in Santa
i e, Hardin military lodge, under dis
A.nsatlon, was organized in the fall of
'47 by authority of the grand lodge
if Missouri, and set to work. Colonel
'ohn Ralls of the Fourth Missouri
olunteer Cavalry, was master of the
lodge and its officers and members
,ere first taken from the officers and
.,en of the American volunteers. Soon
many of the citizens applied for memand Hardin lodge grew
bership
This
to
proportions.
goodly
'
lodge was in active operation for
about three years and its minute book
was for many years in the possession
of Montezuma lodge No. 1, of Free
Mations of this city. It was a priceless relic which, however, has disappeared. It was loaned by the lodge to
ne of its members, William G. Ritch,
for many years secretary of the Territory, but could not be found to be
returned to the lodge at the time or
' :s
death.
First Regular Masonic Work.
The first regular work of Free
was commenced In Santa Fe,
tie then capital of the Territory. For
tibout a year the Masonic brethren
had canvassed the institution of a
lodge and petitions to that effect were
sent to the grand lodge of Missouri
which, on May 8, 1851, granted a
charter to Montezuma lodge, No. 109,
to do Masonic work. This lodge is
in existence and is No. 1 on the New
Mexico register. In those days It was
the only Masonic lodge in all the vast
section now comprised from the Mexico line on the south to the Canadian
frontier on the north and from the
Missouri river and Texas west to the
Pacific coast except a Masonic lodge
in Salem. Oregon, which had been
'
Masons who
formed by American
we? t to Oregon during the '40s.
I " ten years Montezuma lodge was
the only Masonic body in what Is now
Nev Mexico, Colorado, and Arizona.
The ecords show that many of its
members traveled for hundreds and
h
nods of miles through a very dan- Iudian' country and experi-gtlw
much hardship to attend the
lie lodge meetings in this city.
Us members were
principal
,
' nal officials
and military offl-- .
nd many of its leading business
v t
!i. i and citizens. Many a name illus- jus in New Mexico affairs is found
(Historical

g

un-.le-

Ma-ri'n.-'- y

1

.

.

'

' .ii

its register.

Eliza-bethtow- n

1

Second Lodge Organized at Taos.
Taos in those days was a very important trading town and many Americans settled there. This brought
about the formation of Bent Lodge,
No. 204, at Taos, chartered by the
grand lodge of Missouri, June 1, 1860.
The Civil War changed the course
of trade and Taos dwindling in importance and population the lodge
surrendered Its charter in 1865, and
ceased work.
The next lodge was Chapman lodge
at Fort Union, which was formed in
1862. It was evidently under dispensation granted by the Grand Lodge
of Missouri, although no record of
this can be found. Proceedings of
the Grand Lodge of the state of Missouri in 1863, however, show that
Chapman Lodge had don work in
1862 and prayed for a charter. This
was not granted on account of irregularities in the work. On May 25, 1865,
the grand secretary of the Grand
odge of Missouri was directed to is- ue a charter to Chapman Lodge as
oon as the master and wardens were
uallfled for the work. The location
f this lodge was changed- from Ft.
nlon to Las Vegas. The number of
e lodge was 95 which was the num- -

n

her of Acacia Lodge at Cape Girardeau, Missouri, and which became extinct during the Civil War.
Bent Lodge having been closed, the
third lodge organized was at Las Cru-ceDona Ana county. A dispensation was granted June 4, 1866, and a
charter on October 19, 1867, also by
the Grand Lodge of Missouri. Its
number was 108. This was the number of the Masonic Lodge at New
Madrid, Missouri, which was chartered in 1849, and also censed during the
Civil War.
Lodges at Ellzabethtown and Cimarron
Thereafter lodges were constituted
as follows by the Grand Lodge of Missouri: Kit Carson Lodge, No. 326, at
Ellzabethtown, on October 12, 1S69;
this lodge flourished during the palmy
days of Ellzabethtown when for several years that place was one of the
richest and principal mining camps
in the Southwest.
The charter was
arrested in 1878, by the then grand
master of the Grand Lodge of New
Mexico, as Ellzabethtown had lost all
of its importance and had dwindled
from a population of several thousand
to less than a dozen people.
also had the distinction of
having been the first Incorporated city
in New Mexico.
Cimarron Lodge, No. 348, was chartered at Cimarron, on October 14,
1875, by the Grand Lodge of Missouri. Cimarron was then a lively and
bustling town and mining camp and
when its best days went by, the popu
lation decreased and its charter was
surrendered in 1878. The Cimarron
of today with all of New Mexico, generally, is again coming to the front
and is now a booming,
bustling,
growing town.
Silver City in Grant county by 1873
had become quite a mining camp and
the Masons there asked for a dispensation for a lodge which was granted
by the Grand Lodge of Missouri on
May 1, 1873, and a charter was given
October 16, 1873, under the name of
Silver City Lodge, No. 465.
Union Lodge, No. 480, was next
granted a charter by the Grand Lodge
of Missouri, on October 15, 1874. The
lodge was located at TIptonvlllo near
what is now Watrous, in Mora county.
a bustling and prosperous place.
Organization of New Mexico Grand
Lodge.
Five lodges then appearing in working order in 1877, a call was issued
by four of the lodges for the holding
of a Masonic convention in the city
of Santa Fe on August 6, of that year,
for the purpose of forming a grand
lodge. Delegates from three of the
lodges, namely, Montezuma No. 109, at
Santa Fe, Chapman No. 95, at Las
Vegas, and Aztec No. 108, at Las Cruces, were present and met in the hall
of Montezuma Lodge then situated at
the northwest corner of the Plaza In
the second story of the building now
occupied by the New Mexican Printing Company in this city and the
Grand Lodge of New Mexico was duly
The then governor, Samorganized.
uel Beach Axtell, called the convention to order, and the first grand officers elected were: William Washington Griffin, cashier of the First Na- White
Oaks, January 20, 1890.
tional bank, Santa Fe; grand master,
Charters were granted to Eddy
William Logan Rynarson, then a leadLodge No. 21, at Carlsbad, on October
ing lawyer and territorial district at- 2, 1894; Lebanon Lodge No. 22, at Galtorney, Las Cruces, senior grand war-lup, on October 2, 1894, and to
den; and George William Stebbins,1
Lodge No. 23, at ClayClayton
deputy internal revenue collector at ton, on October 8, 1895;
SacraLas Vegas, junior grand warden; Wil- mento
No. 24, Alamogordo,
Lodge,
lie Spiegelberg, of Santa Fe, grand
October 16, 1900; San Juan Lodge, No.
treasurer, and David Jefferson Miller 25, Aztec, October 21, 1902; Portales
of Santa Fe, grand secretary. All of
No. 26, at Portales, October
whom have gone to their long home Lodge,
20, 1903; Tucumcarl Lodge No. 27, at
except Mr. Spiegelberg.
Tucumcari, October 18, 1904; Artesia
Grand Lodge Sovereignty Established.
No. 28, at Artesia, October 18,
,
Constitution and by laws were Lodge,
1904; Felix Lodge, No. 29, at Hager-manadopted and charters were ordered is-and
Lordsburg
October 16, 1905;
sued to the four lodges, namely Mon-- J
No. 30, at Lordsburg, October
Lodge,
tezuma at Santa Fe, Chapman at Las
16, 1906.
Vegas, Aztec at Las Cruces and Union
at Tipton ville, which had joined in; Increasing In Strength and in Number.
the formation of the grand body. No ' During the year which ended Sepwere
1907,
delegates were present from Silver tember 30, four dispensations
folas
located
to
lodges
granted
City, No. 465, that lodge declining to
lows:
surrender its charter from Missouri, or .
to join the Grand Lodge of New Mexl- - At Estancia, Torrance county; at
co just formed. The session lasted, Texlco, Roosevelt county; at Elida,
four days and closed on the evening of Roosevelt county, and at Hope, Eddy
August 10th, during which a Masonic county,
If the work of the lodges done durreunion and a banquet were held at
which many prominent Masons and ing the year under dispensations, and
citizens from various sections of the! their financial condition as well, prove
Territory, who had arrived during the satisfactory to the Grand Lodge, chartsession, were present. The banquet ers will be issued to them.
The following lodges are extinct and
was held In the dining room of the his- toric "Fonda," at the corner of San' charters have been recalled for variFrancisco and Shelby streets, which ous reasons;
had been the leading hotel' in New
Bent Lodge, at Taos;
Cimarron
.

1
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Lodge, at Cimarron; Alpha Lodge, at
Silver City; Western Star Lodgo, at
Chloride; White Oaks Lodge, at White
Oaks.
The register for August 31, 1900,
shows a total membership of 1,628
Master Masons and 20 lodges in actual and good working order; the register for the year ending August 31, 1907,
shows a membership of 1,800 Master
Masons, being an increase of 180 members during the year, and thirty lodges
2G of thorn being chartered and four
having been formed during the year
This is a very
under dispensation.
Indicates
gratifying showing and
clearly that Free Masonry in New
Mexico has enjoyed and is experiencing a steady and satisfactory Increase
in the number of lodges and in mem-

bers.
The register
New Mexico

time

of

its

of the Grand Lodge of
In August, 1877, at the
organization, showed 172

members, divided among four lodges.
This year's register shows 1,800 Master Masons, belonging to thirty lodges.
The following are the grand officers
who served during the term just closed and In whose places successors will
be elected:
Grand Lodge Officers 1906-7- .
A. N. Pratt, Carlsbad, Grand Master;
J. W. Wlllson, Roswell,
Deputy
Grand Master; C. D. Stevens, Raton,
Senior Grand Warden; C. F. Easley,
Santa Fe, Junior Grand Warden; A.
J. Mnloy, Albuquerque, Grand Treasurer; A. A. Keen, Albuquerque, Grand
Secretary; Robert Kellahin, Roswell,
Grand Lecturer; W. D. C. Clayton, AlFrank
buquerque, Grand Chaplain;
Johnson, San Marcial, Senior Grand
Deacon; M. R. Williams, East Las
Vegas; Junior Grand Deacon; W. B.
Walton, Silver City, Grand Marshal;
Senior
A, D. Goldenberg, Tucumcari,
F.
R.
Grand Steward;
Hare, Las
Cruces, Junior Grand Steward; J. P.
McNulty, Cerrillos, Grand Sword Bearer; A. M. Whitcomb, Albuquerque,
Grand Tyler.
It is generally the rule in elections that the grand officers succeed
to the highest stations in regular
order as the deputy grand master succeeds the grand master; the senior
grand warden the deputy grand master; the junior grand warden the senior
grand warden. The junior grand warden, is selected from such members of !
the grand lodge as are worthy and
well qualified and with a due regard
to geographical location. Under this
rule, Deputy Grand Master James W.
Willson will succeed the present
Grand Master A. N. Pratt, at the election, which will be held Tuesday next.
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, Santa Fe.
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, Santa Fe,
the mother lodge of Free Masonry in
this Territory, and for that. In the
Southwest, has a glorious record. For
twelve years it was the only Masonic
body In this Territory and it worked
under great difficulties. Many of its
members traveled hundreds of miles
to attend its regular communications.
There were no railroads and but few- stage coaches, but Indians were
A copy of the

s

adopted

De-

cember 1, 1862 and printed by P. M.
Pinchard, St. Louis, Missouri, in the
register of its members shows many
names of prominence

in New Mexico

history as follows:
Jesus Gil Abreu, a member of the
well known Abreu family of northern
New Mexico; Jacob Amberg, of Santa
Fe, a leading merchant and Santa Fe
trail trader; Merrill Ashurst, a leading lawyer and a member of the Territorial Supreme court; George T.
Beall; an officer in the United States
army; Joseph McBell, officer in the
United States Army; Kirby Benedict,
lawyer and member of the Territorial
Supreme Court; Charles Blumner, territorial treasurer at one time; Robert
T. Brent, who affiliated from Hardin
Military Lodge U. D., and was killed
by Indians; Horace Brooks, officer in
the United States Army; James Henry
of the
Caiieton, Brigadier-Genera- l
United States Army and commanding
the Department of New Mexico; Chris
topher Carson, the great scout, then
Brigadier-Genera- l
of the U. S. Volunteers, whose rifle was left as a heirloom to the Lodge and is now in its
possession. A memorial shaft to Christopher Carson now stands in front
of the federal
in this
building
city; Charles H, Clark,
eral
of
the
Territory;
James
of
father
the
Conklin,
present Charles M. Conklin, of this
city Cyrus H. DeForrest, United
States Army, assistant adjutant-genera- l
of the Department of New Mexico;
Albert Elsberg, then a prominent
merchant and Santa Fe trail trader;
Julius Freudenthal, merchant and
Santa Fe trail trader; Joseph E.Garey,
U. S. district attorney and afterwards
M.
James
judge in
Chicago;
of
'Gidding,
the Tergovernor
John Greiner, secretary of
ritory;
the Territory; William W. Griffln.then
a surveyor and afterwards president
of the First National Bank of this city,
and first grand master of the grand
lodge of New Mexico; Lafayette Head,
pioneer, trapper, first lieutenant governor of the state of Colorado after
Jacob Houghton, lawyer

s
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outline of Points of Interest
about the City of Santa i't.

Guide for Tourists.)

(July. 1S07.)
The Plza. Under the care of the
Woman's Board of Trade. Here Onate
camped and set up the banner of
Spain in 1598. Hers the Pueblos iu
the uprising of 1080 burned the archives and historical records of the
Province. Here De Vargas halted In
triumph after taking the city from the
Pueblos in 1C92. Here General Kearny
planted the Stars and Stripes in 184C.
Most ol the thrilling historical aud
gala events for the past three hundred years have centered here.
The Old Palace. WItnout doubt the
oldest governmental building in the
United States. Date of construction
variously set from 1598 to 1607. Occupied as executive building by Governors under the Spanish, the Pueblo,
the Mexican and American reslme.last
occupied as a residence by the present
Acting Governor James Wallace Ray
oolds. Ceded by the Federal govern
tnent to the Territory, the present
owner, but which has voted to recede
It 10 the Federal government as a
National Monument. It Is at present
occupied by the postofflce, the Histor- leal Society Museum, the Daughters of
the American Revolution and the Ter
ritorial Republican Central Commit
tee.
The Historical Society Museum.
la Old Palace. Open free to visitors,
from 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m. on
weekdays, and 2 to 4 p. m. on Sundays.
Contains fine collection of New Mex
ico antiquities and the most complete
library of books relating to the history
of the Southwest to be found in the
United States outside of the Congressional Library.
Ben Hur Room. In Old Palace.
Here Lew Wallace, while Governor of
New Mexico, completed Ben Hur. Key
given to visitors at the postofflce.
Soldiers' Monument. In Plaza
Erected by the Territory. Much criticized because it refers to the Confederates as Rebels.
Lamy Fountain In Plaza. Erected
by Woman's Board of Trade in memory of the late Bishop Lamy, who introduced the orchard Industry at Santa
Fe and surroundings.
Masonic Bull .ig and Hall. On
south side of Plaza. Oldest Masonic
Lodge in the Southwest. Many interesting historic relics in lodge room.
Kit Carson was a member of this
lodge.

In Plaza.
The Kearr.y Monjment.
Erected by the Daughters of the American Revolution.
The Tonda At southeast comer
Plaza. End of the historic Santa Fe
Trail. Now Exchange Hotel.
WITHIN FIVE MINUTES' WALK
FROM PLAZA.
Roman Catholic Parochial School.
On

surveyor-gen-

Its admission;

surveyor-general'office here, and
first grand secretary of the grand
lodge; Henry O'Neill, merchant and
Santa Fe trail trader; Miguel Antonio Otero, delegate to congress
and
Fe
Santa
trail
trader,
father of
the present
Miguel Antonio Otero of this city;
Albert Henry Pfeiffer, who made a
brilliant record us colonel of the New
Mexico Volunteers during the Civil
War; Levi Spelgelberg, merchant and
Santa Fe trail trader, founder of the
mercantile firm of Spelgelberg Brothers, which firm did business in New
Mexico for forty years; Thomas Sheridan Tucker, printer, who, hi company
with William Henry Manderfleld, commenced the publication of the New
Mexican; Plckney R. Tulley, merchant
and Santa Fe trail trader;
Charles
Emil Wescho, who was an officer in
the New Mexico Volunteers and for
many years a well known citizen of
Las Vegas.

S.

!

Water Street.

Public
Library. On Washington
Avenue. Built and maintained by the
Woman s Board of Trade.
Federal Building. Headquarters of
Federal Lanu Office, Internal Revenue
Service for New Mexico and Arizona,
Surveyor General, Weather Bureau,
Forest Supervisor of Pecos, Jemez and
Taos National Forests, U. S. Attorney
for the Pueblo Indians, and other Federal officials.
Cathedral. On Cathedral Square.
Original itructure commenced In 1612,
destroyed in 1680. Modern structure
not complete. When complete to have
twin steeples and to be cruciform.
Contains a number of paintings Ly old
masters. Reredo behind altar was
erected bv Governor del Valle and his
wife in 1761. Fine old paintings and
rich vestments in rear of Cathedral.
From here start annually the famous
Corpus Chrlstl and the historic De
In rear of altar
Vargas processions.
two Franciscan Friars, murdered by
the Indians, are buried.
Loretto Academy. O n College
Street. Oldest School for Girls west
of the Missouri. Quaint cemetery in
rear.
Kit Carson Monument. In front of
Federal building.
.'he Court House. On Palace Avenue. Contains County Offices and
Court Rooms.
Loretto
Convent On College
Street. Occupied by Sisters of Lor-

1EX

On walace Avenue.

Saint Vincent's Hospital. On Palace Avenue.
Loretto Chapel. On College Street.
One of the most perfect specimens of
Gothic Architecture in America, Built
from design by French architects.
Bishop's Residence. On Cathedral
Street.
Aljoiulng is thu beautiful
blstori
Garden"
with
"Bishop's
spring, lakelets aud fine orchard.
On CaArcht (shop's .Residence.
thedral Street
TEN MINUTES' WALK FROM
PLAZA.
Santa Fe Race Track and Baseball
Park. Laid out In 1907 southwest of
the city, uot far from Indian School.
San Miguel's Church. On College
Street. Believed to be oldest churcb
building in the United States still
used for public worship. Built either
In 1598 or 1607. Destroyed In 1C92.
Rebuilt in 1710. Renovated in recent
years. In rear of auditorium stands
bell cast in Spain in fourteenth century. Vespers Sunday evenings at 6
o'clock, attended by Christian Brothers and pupils of adjoining
Saint
Michael's Collet 9. At other times, admission 25 cents. Adjoining is the
oldest cemetery in the South- - est
Presbyterian Mission School for
Girls. Grant Avenue.
The Mary Jjames Mission School
for Boys. On Federal Street
The Santa Fe High School. On the
Old Fort Marcy Military Reservation
famous In military annals and after
abandonment granted to the City of
Santa Fe for public school purposes.
The Garita. On the hill below and
west of Fort Marcy. Ancient Spanish
fortress along walls of whlrb malefactors and traitors were execute 1.
oldest cemetery In the United
States.
Saint Catherine's Indian School.
ConOpposite National Cemetery.
ducted by Sisters of the Holy Sacrament Indians from many tribes in

attendance.
United .States
Indlcr industrial
Training School. South of the city.
One of the large Federal Indian
Schools of the United States with almost 400 pupils, representing a score

of tribes.
Sunmount Tent City. At the foot
of Talaya Mountain, southeast of the
city and overlooking It A Sanitarium
successfully conducted for the cure of
consumptives.
The Territorial School for the Deaf
and Dumb. This is the third of a trio
of Important public Institutions, situated just south of the city boundary,
but within the boundaries of the Santa
Fe Grant.
Nagel's Pinecroft Ranch. Adjoins
Sunmount Tent City and Is charmingly situated amidst plnon and cedar.
Guadalupe Church. On Guadalupe
Street, Over a century old. The altar
paintings and those In the sacristy
are of especial interest.
Saint Michael's Conege. On College Street Oldest school for higher
education of boys west of Missouri.
Campus includes athletic grounds.
Conducted by Christian Brothers.
The Capitol. Dedicated 1900 replacing that destroyed by incendiaries in
1S92. All Territorial offices and
library in building. Fine view
of city and mountains from dome. In
Capitol park are to be found larger
variety of trees than in any other
park in New Mexico.
Old House. On De Vargas Street
opposite San Miguel Church. Tradition has it that It was built by Pueblo
Indians long before Spanish occupation and was occupied by Onate in
1598. It has been continuously occupied since but upper story was removed in recent yearB while interior
has been frequently renovated. Without doubt the oldest continuously occupied house in the United States.
WITHIN THIRTY MINUTES' WALK.
OF PLAZA.
Fort Marcy. Ruins of old fort
erected on hill overlooking Santa Fe
from north. Elevation 229 feet above
Plaza. Commands fine view of city
and surroundings much admired by
President Roosevelt upon his visit to
Ter-ritori-

Santa Fe several years

ar.

Good

wagon road to the top.
Perez Monument on Agua Frla Road.
'Marks spot where Governor Perez
was assassinated August 9, 1837. by
Santo Domingo Indians,
Rosario Chapel and Cemetery
Chapel was built In commemoration
of retaking of city from the Pueblos
In 1692 by DeVargas.
This is the terminal of the DeVargas procession held
each year In June.
National Cemetery. Beautifully located commanding a fine view of city.
Burial place of veterans of the Mexican, Civil and Indian Wars. The only
National Cemetery in New Mexico
and Arizona. Upon gravestones may
be read the names of many warriors
famous In Southwestern history.
The Territorial Penitentiary. South
ot the city. Well worth half a day's
visit.
Fairview
Cemetery. Owned
by
Falrvlew Cemetery Association, but
under care of Woman's Board of
Trade. Large wrought iron gates
brought overland on Santa Fe Trail In
1864, for Masonic Cemetery,
In Masonic plot are buried number of distinguished military officers and prominent residents of the Territory. Adjoining Is Odd Fellows' Cemetery.
WITHIN FIVE MILE8 OF SANTA FE
'
Aztec Springs. Four miles from
On Plaza, one mile north of large reser- -

and member of the Territorial Su
preme Court; William T. Magruder,
then in the regular army of the Unit-- ' etto.
ed States, afterwards an officer in the
Saint Vincent's 8anltarlum.
Confederate Army; David J. Miller,' Palace venue.
for thirty years chief clerk in tie U.
Saint Vincents Orphans' Home,

'.
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Rubber Stamps

1

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING TUE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE TnEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
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One-lin-

e

PRICE-LIS- T
15e
Stamp, not over 2 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3 J inches long, ,20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
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Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.

35c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each
inch or fraction
One-lin-

e

one-ha- lf

one-ha- lf

DATES, ETC.
$1.00
any town and date for ten years
Dater
50
month, day and year in
Ledger
35
Regular line Dater
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut. 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.
2x3J,
25c; 2Jx4i, 35c; 3x6i,
10c;
15c;
2Jx.4,
Ijs2i,
50c; 4Jx7J, 75c.
Local Dater
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forests, mountains, canons, waterfalls. What Happens When the Skull It Procession of the Four Varieties of
Its entrance is at Buckman's eighteen
This Superb Fish.
Pierced by a Shot.
voir. Mineral springs and ruins of miles west of Santa Fe Pid
is
"There
easily
nothing more curious conThe t Malta of tiring a bullet, at a
old hotel, fashionable In the days of reached
by wagon road in five to six flat brittle bone and Into a soft sub- nected with the finny tribe than to
Santa Fe's military glory.
hours. However, the region extends
watch the doings of the salmon family
Reservoirs of Santa Fe Water and Ufty miles north and south and ten to stance like the brain are very different. In
Alaska," said an Alaskan dealer.
dislateral
th
is
The
bone
uni
pierced,
Light Company, the large reservoir twenty miles east and west and is
"The most singular thing of all Is
ie
Its
of
very
particles
slight,
placement
Fe
Canon well
being at mouth of Santa
worthy a week's camping trip but the brain Is thrown aside in all di- that alter the females deposit their
tind forms a considerabl lake. Three the Tsunkawee mesas, the
Frljole, rections. The difference is due to the spawn their earthly career terminates,
miles from Plaza.
and Alamo Canons, the Painted Cave, different degree of coheslveuess of the and I have seen tle bottoms of creeks
SANTA FE CHURCHES.
covered with their dead bodies. They
during which the Puye, the
Catholic the Stone Lions of CocMU Pajarlto, particles composing the two bodies or,
Roman
Besides
the
and the In other words, to the greater fluidity give birth to thousands of their kind
chinches mentioned, there are Protes- lumber camp of the Ramon Land and
and immediately die. The young on
of the softer structure.
tant churches as follows: Church of Lumber Company should be visited.
are then taken care of by the male
confluid
Next, the Importance of
the Holy Faith, with rectory on PalOTHER TRIPS.
tents iu Intensifying the effects of a salmon, and It is a well known fact
ace Avenue, Protestant Episcopal;
There are many ether delightful, bullet fired through a closed recepta- that In three years from their birth the
Firsf Presbyterian, with parsonage,
excur- cle is shown by one of Kocher's experiInstructive
and.
offspring reappear on the very ground
Interesting
on Grant Avenue; First Methodist, on sions that can be made in one
Two identical tin canisters of their origin. There are four varieday by ments.
Don Caspar Avenue; Spanish Presbyrailroad, by wagon or on horseback were filled with equal quantities of ties of this superb flsh which make
terian with parsonage, on Cathedral from Santa Fe.
lint, which iu one was dry and iu the their appearance in regular order of
Street; Spanish Methodist with par
succession.
The Upper Pecos region rivals the other saturated with water.
sonage, on San Francisco Street; Con-- , Alps of Switzerland and has a number
"1.. the spring the first to arrive is
A bullet of moderate velocity fired
gregatlonal, abandoned, with Whitln of mountain resorts, the romantic through them simply perforated the the magnificent king salmon, which
Hall, near Union Depot.
village of Pecos, the mining camp of dry one, but caused the wet one to weighs all the way from fifteen to
Eishop's Ranch. In shelters,! spot Cowles, a dozen peaks over 12,000 burst explosively. Koclter also filled ninety pounds. About June 1 comes
north of Santa Fe with private chapel feet high, hunting and fishing, good a skull with water and found that n the sookey or red salmon, which visits
of the late Bishop Lamy. Romantic roads and picturesque trails that lead bullet fired through It caused bursting our shores iu enormous numbers and
yhlch is the common canning variety.
surroundings.' Good wagon road going into mountain fastnesses of wondrous of. the sutures.
by coal workings and lime quarries.
beauty.
Very remarkable is the shattering A littlft later appears the log salmon,
Small Box Canon on Bishop's Creek.
The
Ranch. Twenty-sithat results when skulls that have been which only the Indians will eat, and
Valley
In the heart of the mountains amidst miles from Santa Fe.
A charming tilled with water or with wax are finally, In August and September, the
the tall pines and spruce. Good wag- summer and winter resort set amidst treated In this way, and if they are beautiful silver salmon arrives, the
on road to bottom of canon in which the most beautiful mountain scenery compared with others showing the ef prettiest flsh in all the world and one
mines. on the upper Pecos. Historic ranch fects of bullet wounds under normal of the most palatable.
are located
"When the salmon enter the fresh
Coal mines and lime quarries are house and famous old land grant. Good conditions it is easy to appreciate that
on
water
road.
are
the
dependby a curious trick of nature
passed
trout fishing in summer and hunting the variations presented
Arroyo Hondo. South of Santa Fe, In winter.
ent, in part at least, upon the differ- tlieir skin becomes red, but this pink
contents.
hue docs not affect the whiteness of
Largest tributary of the Rio Santa Fe.
miles ence In the character of the
Espanola
Valley. Thirty
their tlesh. It Is seldom that salmon
Has beautiful canon and on its banks north of Santa Fe. The
Current Literature.
garden spot
will journey up a glacier stream, but
are situated several mounds, the re- of New Mexico, with orchards
and
the streams that have lakes at their
mains of prehistoric Pueblo villages rural
SPONGE FISHERS.
settlements, the Indian villages
heads literally swarm with them."
upon which are scattered fragments of San Ildefonso, Santa Clara and
Herald.
of ancient pottery and where excava- San
Juan with ancient mission The Greek Girl Divers of the Island of Washington
tions have brought forth many interHimla.
churches; Battle Mesa, the site of a
ATTACKING A SYSTEM.
esting relics.
famous battle between Spaniards and
In the Mediter
were
"We
cruising
Tesuque Valley. Dotted with lovely Indians, the mission church at Santa ranean in the late
a
said
fall,"
globe
orchards, prosperous homes and ruins Cruz, the most
perfect type of mis- trotter, "and on a golden afternoon we It Involves Attacking the Men That
of a prehistoric village. North of sion church in New
Uphold the System.
Mexico, and wag- stopped beside a little fleet of sponge
Santa Fa and reached by a fine high- on roads
On every side I hear strange Insistto the Puye, the divers. Nearly nude, the divers sat on
leading
way that offers superb views of the Shufinne, the Tsankawee and other
the edge of the bott. They held big ence upou the fact that it is only the
mountains.
ciiff dwelling communities, the Santa stones that would help them descend. system that Is wrong. I hear people
The Scenic Highway. A Territorial Clara
extraordinary
Canon, Chimayo, Sanctuario, a One at a time they inhaled three or utter the following
road that crosses the Sangre de Cris-tlocality famous for its miracles, and four Ion; breaths and then plunged words: "We do not attack individuals."
Range in Its most rugged parts up the Chama
What, in the name of the seven planValley to Abiquiu. with their great stones Into the blue
and at present terminates within three Here is also
ets, can you attuck except individuals?
Chamita settled by the water.
miles of the Pecos River. It begins
in 159S, before they founded
"One boat interested us. Its divers How can one fight a system? If a sysin the Santa Fe Canon, three mlleB Spaniards
Fe.
Santa
seemed so graceful and young. We tem came into this room, what would
from the Plaza, and winds over the
Santo Domingo and the lower Rio drew nearer, and,, by Jove, the divers you do to it? Would you take a gun or
Pecos Forest Reserve and in thirteen
Grande pueblos reached by good wag- were all girls. They were young Greek a fencing foil or a butterfly net or a
switchbacks mounts the Dalton Divide on
road over La Bajada Hill and es- girls from Himla, an Island near horsewhip or a disinfectant?
at an elevation of 10,000 feet passing
A system only exists in the minds of
a visit on August 4, Rhodes. It seems that in Himla the
down the Macho Canon through dense pecially worthy
the day of the Santo Domingo Corn sponge diving is carried on by girls men, and if there is a very vile system
pine forest and at every turn reveal- Dance.
These girls seemed very In the inliids of men there must be
altogether.
ing magnificent vistas of mountains,
dark hair knotted on something very vile about their minds.
Their
The Estancia Valley. South of expert.
One of the won
forest and stres-msI do not say that they may not have
their
heads,
they reclined on
Santa
shapely
and
salt
with
Fe,
mysterious
ders of the Southwest. It Is twenty' alkali lakes
other
virtues along with the qualities
turn
their
deck
till
warmed
sun
the
and from which the beautwo miles long as far as constructed.
tiful Manzano Mountains, the ancient enme. Then, graceful as stage dan that make the bad system. I do not
that the upholders of any bad sysAgua Fria. An ancient Mexican
apple orchard of Manzano, the mys- cers, theyleaped overboard and iu the say
tem are without any moral merits. I
village, south of Santa Fe. On the terious ruins of Gran
at
the
dim
sea's
tugged
depths
green
Quivera, Abo
do not say that Italian brigands are
opposite side of the river from the and
other old Pueblo settlements and black sponge growths.
Is
a
re
the
and
mound
without any moral merits. Cut, howvillage
huge
Himla
said
the
"The
girls
captain
mains of a very large prehistoric vil fabled treasures and other noteworthy were not
ever
good or evil may be mingled in
till
to
marry
they
permitted
are easily made.
of an Italian brigand,
the
character
lage, the surface being covered with sights
of
a
certain
had
quantity
brought
Old and New Placers. The Cerril-lo- s
ever said that in dealing with
fragments of ancient pottery.
nobody
a
certain
from
specified
sponges
mines and smelters, Including the
WITHIN TEN MILES OF SANTA FE.
persons of that profession you were
depth." New York Press.
Rook.
In
Monument
not to attack individuals.
Santa Fe .Mina del Tierra, a mine over a hun
Canon and on the Pecos Forest Re dred years old, the mining camps of
You do not, lu dealing with brigands,
Belief.
Chinese
Queer
serve. Reached by the Scenic High Golden and San Pedro with large copsay that you merely attack the system.
Is a common belief among ChinaIt
mines and smelter, the Madrid
way. At its foot is the Montezuma per
men that if one commits any crime You attack the brigands that Is, sup,nd Hagan coal fields and Tijeras
now
abandoned.
Just be
gold mine,
for ex- posing that you are lu possession of
Pass in the rugged Sandia Mountains. against certain animals cats,
will the adequate bodily courage. C. K.
yond it, the Scenic Highway winds in
of"
animal
soul
that
Farther away but still tributary to amplethe
thirteen switchbacks over the Dalton
of the wrongdoer until Chesterton In Illustrated London News.
take
possession
Divide and the Santa Fe River Santa Fe are the Ojo Caliente, the the offense has been purged. A servSan Antonio
Thackeray's Pantomime. .
emerges from a picturesquo but al Wamsley, the Jemez, the
ant girl, according to the oriental tale,
William Makepeace Thackeray was
most Impassable canon. Nine miles and other Hot Springs, nearly all of unmindful of tradition, put to death a
which have nearby prehistoric ruins
from Plaza.
cat and its three kittens. She was always too genial, too generous, too
scen
and
wild
mountain
and
forest
Pueblo.
Nine miles north
taken violently 111. Her mistress, sus open handed, to be an accumulator of
Tesuque
west of Santa Fe. The Indian Pueblo ery; the Pueblos of Taos and Picurls, pecting the cause from the fact that tliis world's goods, and in spite of the
nearest to town and one of the most the most northernmost and in. some the maid was scratching and mewing, large earnings of his pen he died a
the most interesting pueblos;
interesting, reached over a scenic respects
apostrophized the body of the dead poor man. Shortly before his death his
the
Penasco
region in the steep Sier cat, demanding to know why it thus friend, John Leech, the cartoonist, call
highway of great natural beauty.
ras, the Truchas and Taos peaks over tormented the girl. The
spirit of the ed upon him and found him in his
Tesuque Box Canon and Sawmill.
From seven to nine miles from town. 13,000 feet high, and the highest peaks cat, speaking by way of the girl's study writing writing and sighing at
in New Mexico, the Cochiti and other
mouth, denounced the quadruple mur- the monotony of his work.
Leads straight into the heart of the
"Why don't you have a holiday," said
der. The wucle story was told by the
over 12,000 feet high. Good wagon mining districts.
More Points of Interest.
"and take your girls to the
Leech,
Many
in
cat.
of
the
Then
the character
girl
road all the way.
This is but an indication of what 1? she expired in violent convulsions.
WITHIN TWENTY MILES OF
The great novelist made no verbal
noteworthy in and about Santa Fe.
SANTA FE.
Not one nor even two summers' stay
answer,
but, rising slowly, plunged his
Can
a
Grudge.
Carry
Elephants
Nambe Falls. The most beautiful
to
will exhaust the points and regions
the very bottom of his pockhands
was
A Hindoo mahout
employed with
falls in the Southwest and near the
of interest immediately tributary to a working elephant in Bangkok, Slam, ets, brought these receptacles
out,
quaint Indian Pueblo of Nambe, six- Santa Fe and reached from it with
and frequently used a steel goad in de- shook them vigorously without eliciting
teen miles northwest of Santa Fe.
out inconvenience or hardship.
Add fiance of all warnings. The result was a rattle of colu, replaced them and then
Very Interesting trip.
ed to this, the cool summer climate, that his elephant made frequent at- resumed his seat.
Tributary Canons of the Pecos.
the sunny winters, the health giving tempts to kill him, and finally the man
The Macho, Dalton, India" Creek and
aroma from pine and spruce, the ex was discharged. Nearly four years
Strength of the Condor.
Holy Ghost. Reached by the Scenic hiliration of the
enormous
The
coinmost
rarefied
a
and
streugth of the condor
remarkable
pure
afterward, by
Highway.
and it can be said without exag cidence, both elephant and mahout met Is ouly equaled by his voracity and
air,
Summit of Lake Peak. is'orth ol
that Santa Fe has the mak again in Maiilmain, Burma, and no boldness. v This immense bird often
Santa Fe. Elevation 12.3G0 feet. Vast geration
of the most famous summer and sooner was the big tusker out of sight pounces upon small animals, but from
ing
and perfect crater in which are located
of the sawmill and well into the forest the shape and bluutness of his claws
winter resort In the United States,
crystal lakes, sources of Santa Fe and
than he curled his trunk up backward, he is unable to carry anything very
Nambe Rivers. An easy mountain
so he contents himself with
The New Mexican Printing Com seized his old persecutor by the neck, heavy,
climb. Good wagon road for twelve
it
fixing
to
him
hi
and
hurled
the
against the ground with one
an
ground,
miles. Horse trail for remaining six pany has prepared civil and criminal Instant a
of his claws, while with the other and
forefoot
had
crushed
mighty
dockets
use
for
the
of
jusespecially
miles.
his powerful beak he reuds it to pieces.
tices of the peace. They are especial out his life.
Turquoise Mines and Mount Cal- Gorged with food, the bird then bechuitl. On good road, southwest of ty ruled, with printed headings, In
comes incapable of flight aud may be
Bewitched.
miles, either Spanish or English, made of
Santa Fe, about seventeen
Morrison, an English traveler of the approached, but any attempt at capHere .the Tiffany's of New York se- good record paper, strongly and dur- seventeenth century, while at Dantzic, ture is furiously resisted.
cured most of the turquoise they sold. ably bound with leather back and Prussiu, says he "saw a mill which,
The
work covers an dcanvas sides, have full without the help of human hands, did
in
recent,
Cure For a "Nagging" Woman.
years.
in index in front and the fees of justices saw boards. It had a
mines
ings are the oldest
Having advertised as a widower in
iron wheel,
great
the United States. Nearby, aban of the peace and constables printed which did not only drive the saw, but search of wife No. 2,' a man of St.
doned mining camp of Bonanza with .n full on the first page. The pages which did also hook in and turn the Gall, Switzerland, showed the fifty reInches. These books are
house still sanding In which Gove; are 10
logs on to the saw." Dr. John Dee plies and photographs which he had
nor Lew Wallace wrote part of Ben made up in civil and criminal dock must have seen a similar mill at received to his wife, and, stating that
Hur. The quaint, villages of Cienega ets, separate or 32 pages each, or Prague. Of It he says, "I saw me a If she did not want him there were
and Cione iiilla nearby. Fine springs with both civil and criminal bound In mill at Prague of which I verily be- others who did, he effectively cured
one book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages lieve the devil himself was master."
her of her "nagging" habits. Petit
at these points.
'
To introduce
them they
Parisien.
.
Battle field of Glorieta. 13 .utifully criminal.
are
at
offered
the
following
The
Result.
prices:
located In Glorieta Mountains, south
He Read the Signs.
$2.7
Magistrate What! Do you mean to
east of Santa Fe on the old Santa Fe Civil or criminal
"And
little boys," said the pretnow,
civil
Combined
criminal.
..
and
.$4.00
husband
and
struck you
he
say your
trail goin(? over historic Apache Hill
school teacher, "we have
ty
Sunday
wreck?
Mrs.
that
physical
Maloney
and by old Canonclt Church. Ruins
seen that it is ordained that every huThe New Mexican Printing Com Yes, yer honor, but he's only been a
of old way house. Famous wi n dug
man being must some day come to his
pany has the largest, most modern physical wreck since he struck me.
by federal government.
And what comes after dying?"
death.
Crater. Fourteen miles west of and best arranged book bindery In the
and pressing," yelped a
"Cleaning
Th
Specimens.
Southwest.
best kind of worfe
Santa Fe. In midst of lava field.
was
familiar with window
who
boy
Mrs.
Newedde Certainly, you may
The White Rock Canon. Twenty inly turned out. Prices very low an
News.
Chicago
signs.
to
some
of
those
biscuits
take
your
miles west of Santa Fe, rivaling the satisfaction guaranteed. If you bav.
Grand Canon and Royal Gorge In books to bind, whether the largest friend. Is he hungry too? Weary-N- o,
'
Influence of Scotchwomen.
he's a geologist! New Orgrandeur and exceeding them In ledger or journal, or magazines and leansmum;
not surprising to find that those
is
It
Picayune.
human Interest on account of the cliff pamphlets or need any other binding
Intellect, grit and strenuous
qualities
il for figures, samples and prices of
dwellings flanking It on the west.
endeavor-th- at
have brought the manMathematics.
the
Mexican
New
Pecos Church. Jur.t beyond battlePrinting Company.
to the front should
Scotland
of
hood
of
Mother
half
Jean, give
your apple
An
field
of Glorieta.
abandoned The company Is anxious to serve you
be a marked characteristic of
also
to
sister.
Remember
a
little
that
your
will
and
give you satisfactory rates.
l'uuLlo village and one of the historic
Englishwoman's Repleasure shared is doubled. Jean Yes, Scotchwoman.
mission church ruins of the Southwest.
an apple shared Is halved. view.
but
mother,
When in need of anything in the -The Ciiff Dwellings. The most
'
Nos Loislrs.
wonderful prehistoric region In the printing line, Bueh as wedding cards,
When we read, we fancy we could be
thousand Invitations, briefs, call on the New
StateH.
United
Twenty
Affectation In dress always misses martyrs; when we come to act, we cancaves and communal dwellings aban- Mexican Printing Gorapaoy, where the end
it alms at and raises contempt not bear a provoking word. Hannah
doned by a prehistoric people; vast nil work Is guaranteed.
More.
Instead of admiration. Steele.
x
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quantities of broken pottery of prehistoric ware scattered all about. A
region also of great scenic beauty,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

Slolc$n)iek"EtASTic!
The kind that grows with your library
that will fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by ono
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
bookcase made. Fitted with
g
doors ; base units furnished with or' without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods end
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arrancfimeot in library .parlor, etc.
non-bindin-

New Mexican Printing
Ixical agents, Santa Fe, N.
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in and See Over 800

of the Finest Woolen Samples in New
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Vincent's sanitarium

E

are right.

EHLE3
HABERDASHERY.

1

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
OF DEPOSIT A ND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

ON CERTIFICATES

Ehle's, the Haberdashery.
Marriage licenses were issued today
to Mrs. Maria Encanacion Vigil, aged

Place your account with us NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any purpose whatioever, you will find ui amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates
obtainable anywhere.

If you have valuable

38, and Ramon

fire-proo-

ur

your
f

Hi HE

W

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

a CO. I

Trv a Pail of

D

CAPITAL COFFEE
To Lave our

much the largest asset we have in our business.

ciidtomeva say to their friends, "Every statement made

bj

,

Handsome Cup and Saucer
in Each Pail

S. Spitz

can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we maka is closed

Per Pail

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It ii great
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article carries with

$(.00

New Breakfast Food

WHOLE WHEAT

i our guarantee.

SQPIT7

both

is under age.
There was a slight rain last night
and this had a good effect of laying
the dust which had become almost
intolerable and a great nuisance.
Dame Nature is more kind to this city
than is its city administration. When
it comes to street sprinkling Dame
Nature does more for the town than
do the city authorities.
W. A. Snyder, of Fort Morgan, Colorado, a member of the sheep buying
firm 'of Snyder and Rhodiger, is in the
city on business. Mr. Snyder has just
closed contracts for the purchase of
about 20.H00
sheep from different
Estancia valley, and
in
the
sheepmen

kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
of

42,

of' Santa Fe, and Miss Tereza Martinez, aged 17, and Frank Schmitz, aged
Juan Martinez,
29, both of Golden.
father of Miss Mavtinez, gave his
written consent for his daughter, who

papers of any

papers, etc., why not rent one
Safety Deposit boxes, where
papers will be safe In our
vault?.

Loba'to, aged

BERRIES

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
f in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

J

Oc a Package

PRICE'S CELERY

LIVERY STABLE

FOOD
Wat

FaOlTS OF BLL KINDS

H.

CH AS. CL0SS0R3. J
HIT TH1 BIGHT

S

FLOUR

Those who 1 are ealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties an. And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain
If you are one of these
fal order at
you should givs us a
once.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL 8TOCK

LEO

F)OD.

HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers la
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOE8, SALT AND SEEDS.
MLY EXCL J8IVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Prepared to

26.

iu

FiM

i

Small or Large Orders for Anything in

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, ROOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f
XXflBSSSCXfiSB

JLFEL
N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Main Offlet, LAS VEGAS,

will require about one hundred cars
to have them shipped to the feeding
grounds in Colorado, where they will
be fattened for the market. '
According to the monthly Postal
Guide for October received today,
there have been established in New
Mexico since December 1, 1907, seventy-seven
new postoffices; one
has been
and four
offices have been discontinued. This is
a gain in less than a year of fifteen
per cent in the number of postoffices
and indicates a similar gain in population or about 50,000 since last December.
This morning the Santa Fe Central
Railroad received two carloads of immigrant outfits over its lino. One car
was from Horse Cave, Kentucky, consigned 'to Mcintosh station; the other
came from Columbia, Kansas, and was
The
consigned to Moriarty station.
were
outfits
the
who
owned
people
with the cars, a family with each car,
and they will be homestead settlers
near the places where the cars were
consigned.
Just received our new fall line of
men's shirts and pajamas. Don't miss
seeing them. Prices right at Ehle's.
The following visitors have registered since Wednesday nt the rooms of
the Historical Society: W. O. Walker, Evan Yoakum, Eureka, Kansas; M.
McBride, Los Animas, Colorado; Walter Wiltenvood, Klldare, Oklahoma;
Harry Carmine, Emporia, Kansas; J..
Castle Ridgway, Washington, D. C;
Floyd L. Teale, St. Helena, California;
Frank Hastings, Palmer, Massachusetts; William Johnson, Rochester.New
York; John Sherwln, New Zealand; R.
T.
B. Algardt, W. D. Fish, Charles
M.
Arizona;
Hurd, Globe,
Martin, E.
George Eppler, St. Joseph, Missouri;
John Fielding, Sr., Allegheny, Pennsylvania; Thomas H. Simmons, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; A. G. Rigby and wife,
Miss Gertrude Rlgby, Independence,
Iowa; F. O. Smith, Elyria, Ohio; V. A.
Corwin, Boston; Robert L. Ofueld,
A.
Bristol, Connecticut; Lawrence
Waterson, Belle Plaine, Kansas.
post-offic-
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Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut

your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled
the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of

all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constructed upon en
tirely original principles, which are so
thoroughly efficient

and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
Chief among
these is the famous
world.

Hot Blast
I

1OWll

(Continued on Page Ten.)

The Famous Falstaff Beer

N. M.

SAVE MONEY

e

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers, who de.
side to have their briefs printed rapidly and correctly and to present them
to the Supreme Court now in session
here on time, should call on the Nev
Mexican Printing Company.

Fi

i

Ildll

through which all gases generated are
burned, eliminating all warte.

We are Exclusive Agents.
You

cannot get them elsewhere, See us, we can
SAVE YOU MONEY.

Phone No. 83.

Mail orders given prompt attention.

EVERYTHING

IN

HARDWARE

HENRY
KRICK
Sola Agent for
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER

2?

And All Kinds of Mineral Waters.

SODA WATER,
Flavor
Desire.
Any

you

Orders Filled (or Any Amount. Mail Orders
will Receive Prompt Attention.

Phone 38.
Santa Fe, N. M.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
in city.
The only fin
Second to none in Territory.
Pour first-clasartists : ;
Electrical Baths . . . . $1.60
25
Other Baths
Parlor located West Side Plash
s

W. It. KERR,

FEU)

AND TSKD.

S JUIIE SCO.
IE

when you strike this establishment
We handle aothint but
FIRST-CLAS-

Cents.

9

NO.

u

vasP a
issa lacs ftisy
LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

Montezuma Avenue.

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

YOU

2

10c a Package

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

12

u u u u ncss n

suf-

fering from an attack of mountain
fever, is reported as Improving.
Copies of the incorporation laws of
the Territory carefully compiled up
to date and published
by the New
Mexican Printing Company, are for
sale at its counting rooms. Price 75
cents per copy,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Scottish Rite of Free Masons, will
meet at its hall this evening at 7:30
o'clock in regular monthly communication. Sojourning members of the
Scottish Rite are courteously Invited
to be present
The Junior Auxiliary of the Church
of the Holy Faith will hold a sale on
the afternoon of Saturday, October 20.
Fancy articles, home made candy,
cake, bread and pastry will bo of-fered for sale by the young people.
The placo where the sale will be hold
will be announced In due time.
Outing flannel pajamas the kind
that are warm pretty patterns, at

HAVE THE GOODS
YOU GET THE FIT The prices
Mexico--W-

CITY TOPICS

The latest patterns In men's shirts
are to be found at Ehle's.
Dr. W, A. Skinner, an
inspector in
the bureau of animal Industry left
this morning for Servilleta, where he
went to Inspect a shipment of sheep.
The Daughters of Stephen Watts
Kearny Chapter, D. A. It. will hold
their regular monthly meeting at their
rooms in the Old Palace, on Monday,
October 21st, at 3 o'clock.
John W. Dorman, a guard on the
Jeniez national forest, who Is a pa-

Wc Made that Swell Suit Mr.
on-C- ome

3CB9LI

16
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PAGE SEVEN.

Ptopnetoi

FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS
CELEBRATED - HEALTH-RE-SORIN THE SOUTHWEST
T

The waters of the Springs have proven very beneficial and thor.
oughly efficacious In cases of Kidney troubles, Locomotor Ataxia,
Rheumatism, Gout, Neuritis, General Debility, and a perfect tonic for
the
of the human system, body and mind.
First class hotel, with modern Improvements, at the Springs.
Rooms with hath if required. The greatest of care and attention given
s
s
to guests and invalids, fable
and to suit. Miles of
roads in vicinity of Hotel and Spurlngs; carriages, buggies and
eadle horses furnished on application.
Climate of the best, especially from September 1st to June 1st.
Address for particulars and for circulars.
first-clas-

first-clas-

D

WHY DID YOU COME WEST ?
To rest, recuperate, hunt, fish, breathe fresh, pure air, see mountain
scenery, get ,a change, live a new and fascinating life under new conditions,
and get food that needs no pure food law.
That's why you came west!
There Is a beautiful little valley that nestles between thehlr'iest mountains of the Rockies on the upper Pecos river; ideal altitude, 7,000 feet, and
temperature Identical with. Santa Fe. Its streams swarm with trout
and the woods and ranges are filled with game large and small.
The
ranchers live the life of the west. There are mountain lion, bears, deer
and wolves for the hunter. There are saddle ponies to he had for the
tent
asking, rooms inv a big, rambling ranch house with wide verandas,
rooms or a cabin if you want it. The days are never dull. You see a
great ranch eand the genuine western life. Fresh milk, butter and eggs--all
you can' drink and eat Sleep in blankets at nlgM Ash In your shirt
sleeves during the day. You couldn't spend more than $9 a week If you
tried. Its the place you are lookirg for. Accommodations for both men
and women.
Inquire this office, or address THE VALLEY RANCH, reot N. M.
.

THOS. C. MDERMOTT,
Faywood Hot Springs, Grant County, New Mexico,

The New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to furnish cards de
visite for ladies or gentlemen on
short notice, In first class style at
reasonable prices, either engraved or
printed. Call on the New Mexican
Printing Company.
The New Mexican Printing
pany will do your Job work
neatness and dispatch.

The Weekly New Mexican Review
is published by the New Mexican
Printing Company every Thursday. It
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial mining, educational, stock
raising, railroad social and political
news of the week from all points of
the Territory. It is an excellent paper
to send to friends In the east. Prica
tiVvj cents per copy.

SOT MEXICAN, SAKTA FE,
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(Homestead Entr7 No. 7289.)
Notice For Publication.

HOTEL ARRIVALS
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Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman bertha secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
RailAtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
ToAtchison,
with
way. At Kennedy,
At
peka & Santa Fe Railway.
with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
t. I. GRIMSUAW,
and
Passenger Agent.
General Freight
Tor-rane-

Lli

St.

1. k Patfiic Mil

B 61!

e

Ci

SCHEDULE

PASSENGER

Palace.
A. G. KiKby. wife and danchtfir. Tn- dependence, Iowa; Oren B. Waite,
Canon City, Oklahoma; S. H. Fields,
G. A. C. Bodenhausen, St. Joseph, Mo.;
John S. Stoddard, U. S. Army; S.
Llndauer, cnicago; J. H. Ingersoll,
Omaha, Nebraska.
Claire.
C. Belasco. New York: F. B. Horn.
Alva. Oklahoma; F. W. Ball. U. S.
Army; E. M. Hurd, J. T. Sweizer,
Globe, Arizona; Frank R. Rothwell,
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; R. L. Owen,
Corona; V. A. Snyder, Ft. Morgan,
V. D. Fisk, Superior. Ari
Colorado:
zona; John B. Harper, Durango, Colorado; F. E. Baker, Albuquerque; V. A.
Corwin, Boston.
Normandie.
Marcelino
Torres. Albuquerque ;
John Martininces. Sidney, Texas; John
L. Taylor, Cuervo;
Joaquin Manza-nareTranquilino Tafoya, Ortiz, Colo
rado; O. M. Phillips, E. S. Phillips, K.
S. Phillips. Tularosa; M. R. Lakeman,
Lamv: L. M. Ortiz, Los Luceros; Noel
P. Harrison, Alamosa, Colorado; Roy
Mrs.
Williams. Antonlto, Colorado;
George Munroe, Oklahoma City, Okla
homa: John P. Green. Douglas, Ari
zona; Frank M. Sanchez, San Juan;
Dora Burton, Las Vegas; Henry Ro
mero; Tomas Baca,. Glorleta; George
Murray and wife, Las Vegas; Miss Hill
Friday, Mas. James Duncan, Phoe
nix, Arizona.
Coronado.
S. B.
Denver; D. D. Still,
Chama; Charles Gibson, Willard; Hen,
rv Tarr. Stanley: C. I. Thompson,
Granite, Oklahoma; F. Ocho Smith,
Buffalo; G. W. Smith, D. Hoagland,
Frank
Buckman; John S. Martina,
Hastings, Lamy.
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To check a cold quickly, get from
your drugist some little Candy Cold
Tablets called Preventics. Druggists
everywhere are now dispensing Preventics, for they are not only safe,
but decidedly certain and prompt.
Preventics contain no quinine, no laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening.
Taken at the "Sneeze Stage'" Preventics will prevent Pneumonia,
La Grippe, etc. Hence the
name, Preventics. Good for feverish
48
children.
Preventics 25 cents.
Trial boxes 5 cents. Sold by all
Bron-chitlc-

IMPORTANT BUSINESS
CHANGE AT RATON

$25.00

foi'nia

The New Mexican Printing Com
pnuy Is prepared to furnish cards de
vlsite for ladles or rentlemen on
short notice, in first class style at
reasonable prices, either engraved or
Call on the New Mexican
printed.
Company.
Printing

Daily until October 31, 1907.
Accepted In Tourist Sleeper on payment
Pullman fare; also In free chair cars.
Through service on fast trains.
Stop overs enable you to visit Grand Canyon
Phoenix, Preicott, and many other points.

Henry E. Jonos, of Tampa, Florida,

writes: "I can Uiank God for my
Ask for
present health, due to Foley's Kidney
G. H. DONART, Agent.
Cure. I tried doctors and all kinds
Santa Fe Southwest
of kidney cures, but nothing done me
The Atchisjn, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.
Valley
N
muc'u good till I took Foley's Kidney
Mex,C
"
Leaflet.
To
Cure. Four bottles cured me, and I
have no more pain in my back and
shoulders. I am 62 years old, and suf
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder .3 fered long, but thanks to Foley's Kid
vtAnav nnm wul cure any
Lt nana trouble that is not relieve backache, weak kidneys, and ney Cure I am well and can walk and
cube ui
Sold by the Ire inflammation of the bladder. Sold by enjoy mysei'. It Is a pleasure to tec
beyond medical aid.
ommend it to those needing a kidney
the Ireland Pharmacy.
land Pharmacy.
For sale by the Ireland
medicine.
It and see.
news
.
the
Try
pays.
Mexican
Advertising
jPharmary.
prints
The New

Jst

.

P--

-

B.

P. O. E.

J.

Dr. Shoop's Ca
by all dealers.

D.

SENA, Sec'y.

y

j

If reai coffee disturbs your Stomach, your Heart or Kidneys, then try
this clever
coffee
imitation Dr.
Shocp's Health Coffee. Dr. Shoop has
closely matched old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has
not a single grain of real Coffee In it.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee. Imitation
is made from pure toasted grains or
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc. Made in
one minute. No tedious long wait. You
will surely like it. Get a free sample
at your store. Sold by Cartwright
Davis Co,

T-

I
I

U 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall.
3an Francisco Street. Visiting Fiat-er- a
welcome.
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Manttsr.
GREGORIO RAEL, Treat.
OAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.
"BOOTH'S FRESH OYSTERS."
Black Bass, Lake Trout, Perch,
Salmon, Silver Herring, Bullheads,
Frog's Legs, Lake Trout, Lobsters and
Shrimp can be found only at the Bon
Ton Restauraut, where they can cook
just to your taste.

-

iMiiMilMlliaii.Tn

M

DIRECT ROUTE
mv

The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Juan country of Colorado,
For information as to rties, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address

h

-

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street.
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. G.
LEO HERSCH, V. G.
OAVID L. MILLER. Sec'y.

UNION.
The New Mexican Printing
is headquarters for engraved
Santa F6 Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
cards de viste in New Mexico. Get
'our work done here and you will be Union of America. Regular meetings
rst and third Mondays in each month
pleased in every particular.

Fit

i-

I. O. O. F.

FRATERNAL

P'VXldv'lS

No home Is so pleasant, regardless
of the comforts that money will buy,
as when the entire family is in perfect
health. A bottle of Orino Laxative
Fruit Syrup costs 50 cents. It will
rure every mcaiber of the family of
constipation, sick headache or storo,'
ach trouble. For sale by the Ireland
Pharmacy.

No. 1,

degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
t 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS. 14, Sec.

Trial Catarrh treatments are being
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B, P. O. E.,
request, by Dr.
These tests are holds Its regular session on the second
without a pen and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
value of this Visiting brothers are invited and welR. H. HANNA, E. R.
known to drug come.

mailed out free, on
Shoop, Racine, Wis.
proving to the people
ny s cost the great
scientific prescription
gists everywhere as
tarrh Remedy. Sold

Com-lan-

-

505-50- 7

1

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection

Roybal of Pecos, N. M., has filed notice of his intention to make final
five-yea- r
proof In support of his claim,
viz: Homestead Entry No. 72C9, made
SecOctober C, 1902, for the SW
tion 22, Township 17 N., Range 12 E.,
and that said proof will be made before the Register and Receiver, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on October 23, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Cresenclo Roybal, Epifanio Gonzales, Romulo Roybal, Simon Viveash,
all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R, OTERO,
Register.

Du-Bok- o

ii

i

T.

14th

4

.

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE OUR
CO.
PHONOGRAPH
COLUMBIA
ICth Street, Denver, Colo. Mail Order Departments.

J

(Homestead Entry No. 72C9.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
September 16, 1907.
' Notice
is hereby given that Julio

ISO

"Sft

aSant

If you take DeWitt's Kidney and
Bladder Pills you will get prompt relief from backache, weak kidneys, Inflammation of the bladder and urinary
A week's treatment for 25
troubles.
cents. Sold by the Ireland Pharmacy.

1

-

Fe Comm mdery No.
Regular conclave
Saturday in each
at Masonic Hall j
7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
.

Saturday

j

;

Register

C. F. Remsberg

Thurtday

Des

the Interior,

five-yea-

Buys Cohn General
Merchandise Store Other Gate
Moines
City News.
10 00 a. to.
Arrive
DKSM 'INES, N M
Leave
0
CO a. m.
N. M., Oct. 19. Cohn's gen9 25 a. m.
Raton,
....
VEGAS
CAl'ULIN
11
845 a. m.
ll 40 a. m.
VIGIL
eral merchandise store, Simon Cohn,
22
12 25 p. m.
8 30 a. m.
.THOMPSON
25
12 40 p. in
8 05 a. m.
manager, has been sold to C. F. Rems
CUNNINGHAM
31
7 30 a. ra
I I" p. in.
Leave
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
42
Arrive
berg, a prominent retail and wholesale
7
1
20
ra.
a.
m.
p.
Urrive
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
Lea e 5
42
i! 00
7 00 a. in.
merchant of this place. Mr. Cohn has
p. m.
M
Leaves
RATON, N.
Arrive..
49
2 20 p. in
not decided his future location or busi
M
8:10
N.
at
ness.
p.
in
124.
Dawson,
arrlvlns
with M I'aso A Southwest rn By. train
I Connects
125. leaving Dawson, M. M. at 10:05 a. a
train
Southwestern
El
Ry.
4
ih
I'aso
Co
nets
Hugo Seaberg, accompanied by his
.....
.
...
.
r
M
tg
t
at Drt....tl N M
t.
...
m,.,int:i nam.
stupe lor van nouien,to fand
and daughters, and his aged
N. m.
wife
and
Taos
tllzabethtowu,
from
with
Staee
Connects
and h. I t i. W mother, has gone to Denver for a visit.
Dps
&
MoIdm,
at
S.
C.
with
By.
1
and
Preston,
Raton
&
S
Ly at
Track connection with A. T.
Mr. Seaberg will return after a brief
Lakes.
In
N.
Coat..
stations
M,
for
following
stay but the family will remain for
depot
Lakes, Cerro, ElizabethN. M.: Arroo
extended visit.
an
Utp Park. N. M., is depot for following stations in
...
Taos, Twining and aldez.
t
Rnhn Hp Tuns. Red River Chv.r a TalDa.
n,,,,,
Samuel Magill, pastor of the
Rev.
A.
.
W
GORMAN,
.
t unrTTCTtf
.
t
church, went to Tucum
Preshvterlan
Gen.
Passenjrer Agt,
Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
N. M. cari, Wednesday of this week to assist
Superintendent.
RATON,
M
N.
RATON,
RATON, N. M.
In the installation of Rev. W. H.
as pastor there.
The county commissioners of Colfax
county have received and acted favorOBTAINED.
ARE
RESULTS
ably on a petition from Folsom, ask
PERFECT
ONLY
RECORDS.
ing for an appropriation to construct
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONES AND COLUMBIA
a wagon road from Johnston Mesa to
Folsom. The town of Folsom is to
OUR DISC PEC0iD5
Our Cylinder Records'
of the construction.
pay for one-hal- f
Dr. Georce L. Fleming is nome
FIT AJiY DISC HA.
from an extended trip to Palaho.
Any Cylinder
Thf ladies of the Presbyterian and
churches are holding a rum
Christian
FJachine
mage sale. The ladies have cieareu
60
cents
Records
Disc
25
close to $150.
X. P. Cylinder Records
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Walker, or Kan
cents each. $3.00 per dozen.
each. $7.20 per Dozen.
sas City, who have been visiting Mrs.,
wain-erCYLINDER
C. F. Remsberg, a niece of Mrs.
HALF FOOT
Disc Records $1 each.
home.
their
for
leave Tuesday
RECORDS 50c Each.
$10 per Dozen.
t.'0ntiAiv:a Laxative Cough Syrup is
$5.00 Per Dozen
for
a onffl. sure and prompt remedy
Disc Machines
Machines.
range in
Cylinder
for ev
is
and
colds
good
and
coughs
Range In Price from
price from $12.50 to $100.00.
ery member of the family, soia oy
the Ireland Pharmacy.
$7.50 to $125.00
STATIONS

from

Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

of

SOCIETIES.

FRATERNAL

Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
MASONIC.
October 15, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that David
Montezuma Lodge, No,
t'A Rodriguez of Santa Fe, N. M., has filed
A. F.
A. M. Regu1,
notice of his intention to make final
first
communication
lar
r
proof in support of his claim,
month
of
eac.i
Monday
viz: Homestead Entry No. 7289, made
VJ
at Masonic Hall at
SecOctober 22, 1902, for the NW1-7: SO p. m.
tion 22, Township 15 N., Range 11 E
R. H. HAN.MA. W. M.
before
the
and that proof will be made
.LAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
Register and Receiver, at Santa Fe,
N. M.. on November 22. 1907.
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
He names the following witnesses
1, R. A. M.
Reguto prove his continuous residence uplar convocation second
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Monday of each month
Antonio Trujlllo, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
at Masonic Hall at
Irineo Rodriguez, of Santa Fe, N. M.; j
7:30 p. m.
Jose Maria Martinez, of Santa Fe, N.
8. SPITZ, H. P.
M.; Feliz Rodriguez, of Lamy, N. M.
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
Sec'y.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

No. 20
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Arrive
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Ex. Huu.

2

Haton

1pm
6 30
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00 a.
45

Miles

No. 1
Dally
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No.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1907.

r.

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. &
Denver, Colo.

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

A.

3 f

For anything and everything appertaining
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.

to Printing or Binding

3SEicufsiofi5

wy9

.

SECOND CLASS COLONIST
RATES TO CALIFORNIA
On sale dally September 1st to OcOne-wasecond
tober 31st, 1907.
class colonist tickets to Los Angeles,
San Francisco,
San Diego and all
other California points en route to the
above points; rate $25. Similar low
rates to the Northwest. Call and figure with me.
G. H. DONART,
Agent A., T. A 3. F. Ry.
y

Stomach troubles, Heart and Kidney
ailments, can be quickly corrected
with a prescription known to drug
gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Res
torative. The prompt and surprising
relief with this remedy immediately
brings is entirely due to its Restorative action upon the controlling nerves
of the Stomach, etc. Sold by all

dealers.

The New Mexican Prlntlnsr Com
pany is prepared to do' the best of
brief work In short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers, who de-side to have their briefs printed ran
Idly and correctly and to present them
to the Supreme Court now In session
il
here on time, should call on the Nev
Mexican Printing Company,

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MA II, ORDERS
SANTA FE, N.

WHEN

M

in need of
on Earth try a

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It will positively bring results.
D

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

r

19,

SAKTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA
"

1907.

"

'

"

RflE

I j

""

'

'

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Log Angeles, El Paso and
Old Mexico.

1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet, laid
out with broad 80- - and
streets, with alleys 20 feet
70-fo- ot

beautiful lake and public park and grand old

shade trees j public school house, costing $16,000; churches;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Holler
Mill, capacity 150' barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
Commercial. Club ; a population of 1,500 people; several

Located on Belen

9

ALL

wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad

We need a

gravel.

MAIL

AND

first-cla-

bakery, tailor shop, shoe

ss

houf.e, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a
modern hotel.

first-clas-

s

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payment ;

title perfect; warranty deeds.

One-thir-

purchase mcney,
remain
on note, with mortgage at
may
security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wiah to secure
cash.

WM. M. BE RG El?, Secretary.

FUJI LIMITED EXPRESS,

The lots ollered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or

JOIIX BECKER, President.

the near future cannot be estimated.

Santa Fe R'y

of

Cat-of- f

FREIGHT TRUNS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

BELEN T0WNSITE

restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for

city in

N. m

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading

wide, with

PAGE NINE.
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iiLlO,

T

E, N.EL.

d

Two-thir-

the choicest lota.

J

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WWW W

Wells F argo & Company
Express

You naturally would prefer to treat yourself at home, for any form of female
trouble, wouldn't you? Well, it can be done. No reason why you should not
be able to relieve or cure your suffering, as thousands of other women have
done, by proper use of the Cardui Home Treatment. Begin by taking

Home

Treats
anient

well-kno-

wn

WRITE US A LETTER

On
female trouble.
Sold
all"
by druggists.

Write today for a free copy of valuable 64-p-te
Illustrated Book for Women. If you need Medical
Advice, describe your symptoms, stating age, and reply will be sent in plain sealed enve'ope.
Address: Ladles Advisory Dept., The Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.

,.

of silver, almost sufficient to pay the Walter Rogers of El Paso, is being
cost of smelting a ton of ore into com- opened up with gratifying results. The
feet
mercially valuable matter. Mining mat- present working shaft is sixty-fivters generally in this district are look- in depth and shows a well defined and
the first of the year will see a strong vein of copper bearing ore.
Despite the present low price of ing up;
of miners actively engaged Preparations are now being made to
force
copper the mining
camps of New large
ores which in times place hoisting machinery on the propextraction
in
the
Mexico with one or two exceptions
made
this
have
locality famous as erty to open and develop this claim in
are running full time and are prose- past
a
district.
silver
shape as the ore shipper it is destined
cuting development work on an Exto become with the expenditure of a
Rock.
tensive scale. Perhaps the most acSteeple
little time and money.
tive districts are those in Grant counThree well known claims on the old
Silver
in
ty. The
City Independent
and famous Carlisle lead have recently
They Make You Feel Good.
its issue of this week contains the fol- been transferred under lease and bond
The
pleasant purgative effect exlowing
interesting correspondence to H. C. E. Spence of Steeple Rock.
from the various camps in its sec- The claims in question are respective- perienced by all who use Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
tion:
,
ly named the Pennsylvania, the east the
healthy condition of the body and
Mogollon.
extension of the Carlisle, the Center mind which
they create makes one
The Ernestine Company at Mogollon
and extension of the Pennsylvania,and
25c cents. Samples
feel
Price
joyful.
able
efficient
under the
and
managethe Star of the West, a westerly ex- free at all drug stores.
ment of Theodore W. Carter, consultThe three
tension of the Carlisle.
ing engineer, is making rapid pro- claims mentioned in the transfer have
gress in the installation of new boil- been rated as
among not only the BERNALILLO COUNTY
ers, new machinery and new tanks,
the
but
equal of the old Carlisle,
SHORT OF TEACHERS
which when placed in position, by best,
so much treasure
has
which
yielded
January 1, 1908, will increase the in times
past. The new management Special Examination Is to Be Held in
capacity of the mill from 60 to 100 will
develop 'their new acquisition, and
tons daily. The mine was never in
Attempt to Fill Vacancies Other
open
up territory that will yield milNews of the Duke City.
better condition tnan at the present
in gold to the new proprietors.
lions
of
is
the
and
time,
producing largely
Hanover.
ore which has made it famous as a
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 19. Pronew"
A
lodging
mining proposition.
Development on the Philadelphia fessor A. B. Stroup, county superintenhouse with accommodation for 25 continues
unabated, notwithstanding dent of schools, will conduct an exammen, has just been completed. A con- the falling price of copper. The main ination for those who desire to apply
tract for 540 feet, sinking and drift- shaft has now reached a depth of 215 for schools In Bernalillo county. Aing on a No. 1 ore body has been let, feet, and the bottom is rock heavily lthough the school term Is well on in
which is east of the cross cut tunnel mineralized, and contains values equal this county a number of the districts
intersection of the Last Chance vein. to one and a half to two per cent cop- are unable to procure teachers to fill
Drifts will be run east and the great per per ton. This mineralized condi- the vacancies. Eight schools are at
ore channel of the Last Chance will tion in the Philadelphia is a positive present wanting pedagogues in this
be fully developed in this direction. indication that a large deposit for county.
Drifting on the No. 3 ore body west, which 'this mine is noted will soon be
The enormous traffic on the Santa
in the direction of the Top mine, is encountered.
The 100 foot drifts are Fe Railway on account of the special
being prosecuted vigorously and will in ore, as well as two uprises which colonists rates is shown by the fact
soon be at the end line of these rich show and
in
produce large qualities of that one day this week No. 1 ran
and valuable claims. Over 1,000 cords
7
sections
in
No.
three
four
mine
The
ore.
valuable
sections,
commercially
of wood have been piled up for winis in ore, and present de- and No. 9 in two sections. While many
throughout
an
insurance
is
ter's use, which
a
indicate, that the Phila- are simply tourists to California,
velopments
against loss of time owing to bad delphia is maintaining its well earned greater number are prospecting in
weather. The operations of the mill
as a constant producer. New Mexico.
and mine are systematic and method- reputation
S. M. Folsom, general manager of
a young miner of promWill
Fletcher,
ical, and is due, in a great measure, ise and
unMutual Life Insurance company
the
of
the
has
charge
energy,
to the foresight, energy and mining
is opening the for New Mexico and southern Coloraworking.and
derground
knowledge of the present manage- mine for extended and economical do, has been
inspecting his agencies
ment.
in this city. Mr. Folsom, who was for
work.
The Deadwood mine, under the mana long time a resident of this city and
Santa Rita.
agement of Earl Cleveland, is rapidly
On the Treasure Vault, belonging to who was located at El Paso until the
improving both as to quality and quan- the Hermosa company, a new hoisting recent drastic insurance laws of Texas
tity of output." The breast of the drift engine is being installed and the de- went into force, has now removed his
running west towards the Last Chance velopment of this property being push- family to Trinidad, Colorado.
Is all in smelting ore of high grade.
Rev. R, W. Crichton, of. Chetopa,
ed as rapidly as possible. Ed Burch Is
The workings
throughout evidence the mining foreman in charge, a guar- Kansas, has arrived in the city. Mr.
careful management on the part- of antee that
mining activity will prevail Crichton has been engaged as PresMr. Cleveland, who has shown excepin the broadest sense of the term.
byterian missionary for the Presbytional ability as a mining engineer
of the principal workings of the terian church. His temporary home
East
and mining man.
Santa Rita company's property, the will be In this city.
Burros.
Mrs. Gordon, the mother of ProfessColumbia Copper Mining company
The Martinburg claim,
adjoining own upwards of thirty claims in this or C. H. Gordon, who was for some
the Comanche group on the south side portion of Central district, but are years professor of geology in the New
Is making a fine record as a prospect.
confining their operations to five in Mexico School of Mines at Socorro,
At a depth of 60 feet the shaft bot- this immediate
locality. A new gal- passed through the city yesterday on
tom, five by eight feet' in the clear, lows frame has just been erected, and her way to Knoxville, Tennessee,
is solid sulphide ore, carrying ten per.
machinery ordered to develope and where she will join her son and his
cent copper and up. The claim is one
place their property in the list of pro- family who are now making that city
of a group of nine, and belongs to ductive mines.
The claims are well their home, Professor Gordon being a
Brown and company, on Cherry Creek located and in the
great copper belt member of the college faculty at 'that
who combine merchandising with min- of Santa
which
has added so place.
Rita,
ing and are making a success of both. many millions of wealth to the treasChloride Flat.
ure of the world, G. Adams Is in
DeWitt's Carbolized
Witch Hazel
The recent purchase o.. the Iron Hill charge and will open the property In Salve is good for little burns and big
iron mines Insures to the Comanche shape for a generous output of ore be- burns, small scratches or bruises and
Smelting company an unlimited supply lieved to exist within a very few feet big ones. Sold by the Ireland
of iron and Ume for all time to come, of the workings of the shaft.
b esides
Its value as a mixing agent,
San Jose.
ery ton of the ore contains an amount The Osceola property, owned by
Advertising pays. Try it and see
e

'
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All

For sale at all drug stores.
T., vites: "My wife had suffered for years from
at

Express Forwarders
--

female tonic.

Jo Moorhead, of Archibald, I.
your advice, I gave her the Cardui Home Treatment, and now she hardly suffers
J'20

General

Wine f Cardui

the

UMVt

.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board ot Trustees up to 12 o'clock
noon, November 15, 1907, for the completion of the basement, second story
and attic of the Administration BuildReform
Mexico
New
ing for the
School, El Rito, New Mexico, according to plans and specifications on file
at the office of I. H. & W. M. Rapp,
Architects, Trinidad, Colorado, also at
the office of the Secretary. Proposals
will be opened at a meeting of the
Board held at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on the above mentioned date.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,

TO-

Parts of the World

Save Money snd Inconvenience by Purchasing Weils
Farg.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, V.tm
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent

Roswell Automobile Co.

Mail and Passenger Line between Island train, due at 2 a. m.
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time between the two
dally, Sunday included, connection points five hours, meals furnished at
with all trains on the Rock Island and Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion parties accommodated by
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days In
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock advance.
Secretary.
Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best Known and Best
El Rito, New Mexico.
Machines for all p urposes on the market.
Two of the best known and bes t machines for all purposes on Ihf
Afflicted With Sore Eyes for 33 Years
market Address all communication s and inquiries to the
I have been afflicted with sore eyes
for thirty-threyears. Thirteen years
ago I became totally blind and was
blind for six years. My eyes were badOne of my neighbors
ly inflamed.
insisted upon my trying Chamberlain's Salve and gave me half a box
of it. To my surprise it healed my
TIME TABLE ALL LINES
eyes and my sight came back to me.
P. C. Earle, Cynthiana, Ky. ChamberEntering and Leaving Santa Fe
lain's Salve is for sale by all druggists.
Compiled According to Schedule
of Trains Now in Effect.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
Automobile
Connection maae with
TO RENT. Furnished .rooms, In- No. 1 Southbound leaves Santa Fe
Lin
at Torrance for Roswell daily.
quire at 102 Chapelle Street.
1:40 p. m.
a
Automobile leaves Torrance for RosNo. 2. Northbound
arrives Santa
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs. Fe 5:28 p. m.
Rosat 12 noon. Automobile leave
R. J. Palen, 231 Palace avenue.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arDENVER A RIO GRANDE.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. ra. The fare
FOR RENT. Two furnished rooms
426.
No.
Easthound 'eaves Santa
Is
between Santa Fe and Torranca
with modern conveniences. Apply this Fe 11 a. m.
$5.80 and between Torrance and Ros- office.
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
well $10. Reserve seats oi auto-.o-b- ile
Fe 4 p. m.
by wire.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Single
J. W. STOCKARD,
and for light housekeeping. 317 San ATCHISON, TOPEKA
SANTA
Manager Automobile Line. Francisco St. F. Andrews.
Branch
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
A weak Stomach causing dyspepsia,
WANTED. Men to learn plumbing. No. 721
11:10 a. m.
ina weak Heart with palpitation or
Denver Plumbing Trade School, 1509 No. 723
6:50 p. m.
termittent pulse, always means weak Tremont, Denver, Colorado. Tuition, No. 725
10:55 p. m.
stomach nerves or weak Heart nerves. $30.00.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
No. 720
Strengthen these inside or controlling
8:25 a. m.
nerves with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
In six weeks we educate you in No. 722
4:20 p. m.
and see how quickly these ailments salesmanship, secure you position as No. 724
7:40 p. m.
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
disappear. Dr, Shoop of Racine, Wis., traveling salesman with responsible
will mall sample free. Write for them. firm. The Bradstreet System, Rochest and 2 east, and No. 3 limited, west at
A test will tell. Your health is cer- er, N. Y.
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west at
tainly worth this simple trial. Sold by
WRITE and we will explain how we Lamy.
all dealers.
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
pay any man $85 per month and all
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9,
as
horse
such
expenses,
traveling
The New Mexican Printing
railroad
to
hotel
and 4 and 8 eastbound.
westbound,
hire,
fare,
bills, etc.,
pany will do your job work
for
take
Main
Line Via Lamy.
the
orders
greatest
portrait
neatness and dispatch.
house in the world. Your salary will
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
be guaranteed and paid weekly if preferred. Address G, J. Martel, Dept. to Albuquerque to discharge passen550, Chicago, 111.
gers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. ri.
THE WET WEATHER
will not wait for No. 2 from the
and
FOR SALE. Magnificent
assortCOMFORT AND
ment of fruit trees, grapevines, roses west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
PROTECTION
and ornamental stock. Let us figure on 10 from the Bouth and No. 3 from
afforded by a
your requirements in, walnuts, either the east.
in grafted or seedling trees. Luther

Roswell Automobile Go

e

New Mexic

Roswell,

WANTS

DOYOUMGf

Slicker?
Clean Light
Durable
--

Guaranteed
.Waterproof

3?2
Everywhere

t

Burbank's latest creations. Largest
miseries on the Pacific coast; 1200

acres.
Capital paid in $200,000,000.
New illustrated catalogue and price
list mailed free, contains valuable information. Address, Fancher Creek
Nurseries, Box 57, Fresno, California.
Geo. C. Roeding, Pres. and Mgr.
Have your stationery printed by the
New Mexican Printing Company.
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GROCERS, BAKERS, BUTCHERS
50 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone Xo. 4, Meat Market Telephone No.
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APPLES AND PEARS
Wc have unloaded a car of Cali-

fornia Apples and Pears which
we offer at exceptionally low
prices. We do not believe it will
be possible to duplicate these
prices later in the season. We
advise buying now.
BUY

ENOUGH

FOR THE WINTER

APPLES PER BOX

$2.75

-

The Varieties Are Good, Being Greeniings,
Wagners Etc.

Hoovers,

Spitzenbergs,

NELLIS PEARS PER BOX

$3.00

From Page
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Hon. T. B. Catron left this forenoon
for Tlerra Amarilla to attend to professional business. He will be absent
several days.
Oscar C. Watson, superintendent of
the Mutual Life Insurance company,
spent yesterday and today in Albuquerque on business.
Dr. C. E. Lukens of Albuquerque, su
perintendent of the Children's Home
Society, arrived here this afternoon
from the Duke City.
Mrs. M. A. Otero who has been in
New York for some time, a guest at
the Waldorf-Astoria- ,
is expected
to
return home about the 28th Inst.
U. S. District Attorney W. H. H. Lle
wellyn has gone to Roswell to be pros
out at the term of the U. S. district
court which opens there Monday next.
Miss Christine Johnson has returned after an absence of several months
during which time she visited Boston,
where she formerly lived, and other
New England points.
Dr. W. S. Harrouu returned this afternoon from Albuquerque where he
attended the annual meeting of the
grand lodge of the Ancient Order of
United Workmen.
Assistant U. S. Attorney E, L. Mod-le- r
left Albuquerque today for Ros-wewhere the fall term of the U. S.
district, court of the Fifth judicial district will be called Monday by Judge
W. H.

rope.
District Attorney

Louis O. Fullen
of the Fifth judicial district court will
be hi Roswell Monday next to repre-

sent the Territory in criminal cases
before the district court of Chaves
cojr7. Mr. Fullen although but six
weeks in office is making an enviable
.
TP I
. 1
a
m
new position
i
Xrs. Jackson and Miss Madden,
aunt and cousin respectively of Governor Curry, who arrived in the city
a week ago from Oakland, California,
are cozily domiciled at the executive
residence on Grant avenue. The ladies have not yet decided upon a receiving day but are ready to receive
callers.
Mrs. Frank F. Jennings of Willard
left yesterday for Enid, Oklahoma, her
former home, where she will visit for
some time. Mrs. Jennings was a member of the Woman's Federation at
Enid, while a resident of that city and
she will read a paper while there having for its subject the work of woman's dubs in New Mexico.
Mrs, T. B. Catron will leave tomorrow on her trip around the world, accompanied by Mrs. E. M. Slayton, of
Chicago, who is now a guest at the
and
Catron residence. Mrs. Catron
Mrs. Slayton will sail from San Francisco on Tuesday, October 29, having
engaged passage on the Japanese line
steamer Aki Maru, and their first stop111
ping place will be Yokohama. Mr. Catron will join them in Japan a mo'nth
later.
DUDROWS OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE 35 Hon. and Mrs. James W. Raynolds
who spent the past four weeks at Omaha, Nebraska, guests at the home of
the father of Mrs. Raynolds, visited
Residence:
Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chaves House), Nights and New York City during the past week
and will start from there on their
Sundays. Telephone, No'. 142.
inCanadian trip about the 24th
stant. During their sojourn in New
York they were guests at the Waldorf-Astoria- .
They are greatly enjoying
their outing.
E. A. Cahoon, cashier of the First
National bank at Roswell, a financial
institution which has been brought to
the top amongst the banks of the
Anthracite Furnace,
Cerrillos Lump,
Southwest by the ability, financial
Monero Lump,
Coal,
Smithing
acumen and thorough attention to busSawed Wood and Kindling.
iness of Mr. Cahoon, will leave his
Anthracite Mixed.
home tomorrow evening for Carlsbad
to be present at the Masonic doings
there next week. Mr. Cahoon is past
.
a
r
i i
ii
i
r
r
V
,,nrnone ino.
m
.j oo. umce
i. ma o. r, wcpuiuarneia m venue, near
grand master, past grand high priest
and past grand commander and a
thirty-seconRite
degree Scottish
Mason. It is plain therefore that he
has "run the Masonic, gaun'tlet."
Mrs. E. A. Fiske and little daughter Norma, left this morning for Las
Vegas, and from there will go to Chicago, where they will visit for some
time. Mrs. Fiske was joined at the
Meadow City by her mother, Mrs. E.
D. Franz who has been visiting there
for some time and together ihey will
SPECIALTY OF SOUTHERN PINE FLOORING.
proceed to Chicago, where Mrs. Franz
make her home in the future.
Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove will
Miss Adelaide Franz, a sister of Mrs.
Fiske, who has also been visiting in
Corrugated Iron, Paints, Oils, Building Paper, Nails and all Kinds of
Las Vegas for some time, Is now In
Building Material.
Chicago. Both Mrs. Franz and Miss
Franz were visitors here several times
TRANSFER and STORAGE; We Haul Evetytliirg Movable
during their sojourn in the Meadow
Phone 35, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
City.
Major R. C. Van Vliet, 10th U. 3. In3V fantry,
stationed for some tim.? at
Camp McKinley, near Honolulu HaIslands and for the past
waiian
Ft. Liscum,
Alaska,
year at
to
United
the
has
returned
ANYTHING
IT DOESN'T COST
States and will visit Santa Fe at an
early date. Major Van Vliet was staTO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
tioned in this city as a lieutenant in
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
the Tenth U. S. Infantry for several
years in the latter eighties and early
nineties. He has many warm friends
here who still remember him pleasantly, His son, Stewart Van Vliet,
AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
MEXICAN
has been In Santa Fe and In the Pecos
ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN
COUNTER PRICES.
national forest for the past six months
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
and has recently made the purchase,
of the John C. Lewis ranch property
FINEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY.
on the upper Fecos.
L. Bradford
Prince
INDIAN
THIS IS THE HOUSE FROM WHICH THE GENUINE
atand
east
who
has
who
in
is
the
AND MEXICAN CURIOS COME.
of
tended the triennial convocation
of
and
the
the
delegates
lay
bishops
'
Miss
You
Episcopal church at Richmond, Virginia, as a delegate from the Church
of the Holy Faith in this city,. writes
that he has had a most pleasant, but
also very busy time. The sessions of
the convocation were lengthy and also
f URIO MAN
J. S. CANDE LA RIO,
held during evenings. While In RichLook for Old Cart on Top of Building.
San Francisco Street.
mond he visited St. John's Episcopal
church and stood upon the exact

Ii.'

nese are lencier meiiinq.
a delicious flavor.

CARTWRItHT

MAS

amiJ 01 iw.1

MPif

DUDROW & MONTENI
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS

Kinds of Picture Framing

COAL i WOOD
CAPITAL COAL tYARD.
i

--

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

1

The Biggest Curio Store In thn West

Can't

the Place

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
THE
301-30-
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?:pot where Patrick Henry stood when'
ho uttered his historical declaration:
"Give nie liberty or give me death!"
He has also visited tho Jamestown ex

wMmm

position and has been in Washington,
where he did work for statehood. He
will be absent probably
two weeks
longer.
of Fifteen Club,
A very pleasant
of the Fifteen Club of this city occurred last
Monday afternoon at tho residence of
Mrs. W. 8. Harroun. This club which
was organized on the 14th of October,
1891, is tho oldest literary association
in New Mexico. It has met on the
days assigned continuously from October to June, each year since Its formation.
It was started by Miss Nellie Smith,
maKe,
daughter of the late General O. A.
S.
Smith, and Mrs W.
Harroun, with
Mrs, Frances W. Seeds, wife of Judge
"
Seeds, formerly of this district, as an
assistant.
Mrs. Seeds was chosen as its first
E
president and Miss Smith as Its first
secretary.
For over two years the meetings
which were at first held weekly and
met at the residence
later
of Mrs, Harroun.
Mrs. M. J, Warner, Mrs. Harroun
and Mrs. Jacob Weltmer took part in
the first program.
z
To Miss Allison, of the Allison Mission school, of this city, was assigned the honor of naming the club, "The
Friendly Fifteen," was selected from
numerous names which were offered.
After two years the name became simplified, and has since been known as
"The Fifteen Club."
Its motto, "For Question and Re
search," was suggested by Mrs. Welt- - '
mer. Us flower is the yellow cactus.
the lerritory which would result in
At the exhibit of the Women's Fed- the retention at Santa Fe of speciSUL1L1 I
oration of Clubs, at the World's Fair
mens of all articles excavated from
in 1 SO.'i, the program of this club was'
New Mexico ruins. If fifty members
New Members Elected can be secured to pay $10 a
the handsomest one exhibited.
Its Twenty-Nin- e
year each,
cover was beautifully painted by CapSteps Taken to Secure Branch
a branch of the institute will be esof National Organization Here.
tain I. W. Lit tell, of the Tent h II. S.
tablished at Santa Fe; if 25 members
infantry, then stationed in this city,
are secured, a group, appendant to
and the programs for the previous
The Archaeological Society held a ho Southwest Society, will be seyears were exquisitely
printed by well a'ttended and Interesting meeting cured. No definite action was taken
hand, by Miss Hughes, sister of Hon. last evening in tho law offices of Jude but it was tho sense of the speakers
Levi Hughes, of this city.
N. B. Laughlin in the Laughlin block. that it is necessary to form such a
Of the fifteen charter members, but
Judge John R. McFie presided and group or branch in this Territory
six are now living in Santa Fe, They
Secretary Paul A. F. Walter was at since the federal government gives no
are Mrs. W. S. Harroun, Mrs. M. J. his
post. The following were admit- permits for excavations to any other
Mrs.
unWarner, Mrs. Jacob Weltmer,
ted to membership
by unanimous organizations or individuals and
George Marsh, Mrs. L. B. Prince, and vote:
E. S. Stover and less such a group is formed none of
Mrs. B. M. Thomas.
will remain
the articles excavated
Dr. George W. Harrison, of AlbuquerOn reading some of the records of
here.
of
W.
John
Estancia;
Corbett,
former years, old memories were stir- que;
Alexander Read of
District
Attorney
were
recollections
of
those who
red,
Amarilla; Frank Ellis, of Taos;
loved long since, and lost awhile," of Tierra
.
OFFICIAL MATTERS
T
n
the tender and generous feeling which
A. M. Sanchez, Rev.
exists today between all of the mem- Wilson, Professor
C.
Jacob Weltmer, Governor Fills Vpcancy in CommisAnderson,
Edgar
bers of this band of women, and,
C unly.
sioners of San
above nil, a spirit of thankfulness for H. H. Dorman, E. F. Coard, Thomas F.
Governor Curry today appointed
the blessings vouchsafed the club as Gable, N. C. Flint, J. S. Candelario, F.
a whole, prompted one of its mem M. Llenau, Charles W. Dudrow, L. F. Hon. John S. Clark of Las Vegas as a
bers to visit each of those now asso- - Montenie, Miss DuVal, Harvie DuVal, member of the board of county comelated with the club, and ask them H"Sn F- - DuVal, Mr- and Mrs' Ros?t! missioners of San Miguel county, fillto meet at the residence oi Mrs. liar- - McMillan, Mrs. J. P. Victory, E. P. ing a vacancy In tne third district there
roun on Monday, October 14th, at 3 Shields, Henry Krick, J. H. Blain.Man-p- . which was caused by the resignation
of Major R. C. Rankin who has rem
the place where just sixteen uel Valdez and John Fielding. One
before the first meeting occur- - plication for membership was reject-red- , moved to California. Mr. Clark qualified for the position this afternoon, so
ed.
to be able to participate in the deas
Each one who attended brought a
BrodThe report of Treasurer A. H.
bunch of flowers, with her card at- - head showed that after all bills for liberations of the board at its meeting
tacked, and most of them contained advertising had been paid, there still Monday.
fin affectionate and appreciative sen- - remained In the treasury a consider- - Retires as District Deputy Coal Oil
Hmpnt.
The advertising cam- able balance.
A brief resume
Charles W, Fairfield has retired
of the history of paign during the past summer
was
(lie club and its work was given and quite expensive and has resulted in as deputy coal oil inspector for the disas a silent tribute to the founders of bringing many tourists to Santa Fe. trict embracing Santa Fe and Taos
this club, who have gone before, and Last evening was exhibited a hand- - counties. R. L. Baca who was recently
i grateful tribute to the living, a sil- - SOmelv framed matte with three lanre appointed as territorial deputy coal oil
vcr loving cup, bearing on its face
and inspector will hereafter personally atphotographs of cliff dwellings
"The Fifteen Club, Oct.. 11th, 1891," suitable
inscription, of which a num- tend to the inspection of coal oil and
and on its reverse "1907" was present ber of them are to be
placed in the other kind red products in this district.
ed to Mrs. Harroun by the entire club.
city offices of railroad companies in Mr. Baca is making preparations to
As the first member who participat- the
large cities and also in depots and open an office in the Capitol bu'ldhig.
J.
ed in its literary work, Mrs. M.
will attract
where
postoffices
Warner was selected to make the for- much attention. Inthey
axxo u x c em
addition, there c 1 1 lie 1
mal presentation.
have been distributed 200 large cards
Cathedral.
After refreshments and a talk of Iitinmftrqtlntr ihr
r
L'ttvlito .f
Twenty-seconSunday after PenteD,h
all
members
the
other
departed,
Santa Fe; there have been ccntribut- - cost, October 20, 1907.
.
.....
.. days
.,
,
,leeuiiK
napp.v uvtji iae mu uuii m ed articles to
First mass at 7 o'clock, a. m.
newspapers and magalife's feverish journey to recognize the
Second mass at 9:30. Sermon in
a
sent
have
there
been
out
zines;
founding of this most delightful and .thousand circulars
English,
the
explaining
'
helpful organization.
Third mass at 10:30. Sermon In
of the Archaeological Society.
while much individual work has been Spanish.
G : 30
p. m. October devotions.
"PROGRESSIVE SUPPER" ,"one in tlie same direction. Last ev- - At Church
of the Holy Faith.
emus u was ueciueu 10 nave primed
GREAT SUCCESS a series of souvenir postal cards with Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning prayer 11 a. m.
views of the Cliff Dwellings near SanMethodist Church.
"A Trip Around the World" Given By ta Fe and C, E. Linney, John K. Stauf-fe- r
C.
E.
Anderson,
pastor.
P'ovid
Unique
and Mrs. J. E. Wood were appointPresbyterians
4 ed a committee to select the views and
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
Entertainment.
Preaching 11 a. m.
make arrangements to have the cards
"A Trip Around the World", the printed and placed on sale.
Epworth League 6:45 p m.
Preaching 7:30 p. m.
name given by the Ladies' Aid Society
A. H. Brodhead
and Mrs. J.
of the First Presbyterian church to E. Wood were
appointed a committee
their "progressive supper" last even to select and have
manufactured an BLIND SENATOR
ing, proved a great success not. only omhlom fnv tll anolafw an emblem
TALKS TO FARMERS
from a financial standpoint but from which ,g alsQ to be cha'racterlstIc of
a social one as well. The ladles clear- the
traditions and folk lore of the
Oklahoma Ciiy, Okla., Oct. 19. T.
ed between $75 and $80 as a result
Southwest and therefore will find uni- P.
Gore, the blind orator, recently
of their efforts and the public was
versal acceptance. The emblem is to chosen U. S. senator
by the Democratthe recipient of a gastronomic treat. be
copyrighted and sold for the bene- ic
delivered an address on
The supper was served in courses,
primaries,
fit of the society by jewelers, etc.
"Famers and Legislation" before the
each course representing a nation.
Paul A. F. Walter and Mrs. B. M. National Farmers'
today.
Congress
The respective nations represented Thomas were
appointed a committee He took very advanced grounds favorwere Ireland, at Mrs. T. O. McCon- - to
negotiate with Custodian R. P.
"free farming utensils."
nel's, Germany at Mrs. David Knapp's,
for that part of the Old Palace, ingC. N.
adHaskell, governor-elect- ,
Mexico at Mrs. Morgan O. Llewellyn's, known as
the Ben Hur and adjoining vocated the removal of the tariff and
Japan at Mrs. John H. Walker's and rooms, and if successful, to have these
a restraint of the trusts.
America.
rooms refurnished In a manner typicEach home was decorated character al of
the Southwp st. For that purpose
istic of the country represented 'and local
merchants and other residents
the decorations were especially unique will be asked to donate or loan articles
and pretty. The supper was elegant of furniture
OR.OIflZ' SANITARIUM .1
and decoration. An initial
and the ladles were deserving of the
appropriation of $25 was made for the
'M
liberal patronage accorded them.
(Incorporated.)
purpose. The Ben Hur room, strange
It
N. M.
Santa
Fe,
to gayi l3 Vjgl(.e(j by. more tourists than
Ave
Ca
f t i
Corner Water St. and
,(;
FEDERAL GRAND JURY
any other place in or around Santa Fe
ADJOURNS TO MONDAY, and it has been a disgrace to the city '(( Open to all licensed physl- - )
that the rooms have been neglected Ijcians and devoted to the care t,'
ana treatment or tne sick.
The United States grand jury of and present such an unkempt appear-th()
nor
Neither
consumptives
First judicial district which has ance. The society proposes to make
fl those who suffer from contagious V
been in session here all week adjourn- - these rooms its headquarters, to
,k
V diseases are aamitted.
at 2 o'clock this afternoon until stall the nucleus of a museum of
Fnulnnerl
with
mnrfern
No
to
true bills have quities therein and
morning.
keep them open
It venienceB and conducted in first lit
as yet been returned but it is ex- - to the public.
K
'
a number of informal bul Interest-M- l class manner,
pected several indictments will be
found before the grand jury is finally inE renorts were made: the result, of M Resident Dhvsician and trained (i
ft
nn tho Pnvn tiv PwJ.if nurses in attendance
discharged.
tho
.
.
.
'11
ill
a uu a weeK ln
general ward; jk
ifessor Edgar L. Hewett and class thlsjS;
The New Mexican Printing Com- - summer was discussed as was also a urfio.uu upwards in private room,
pany will do your job work witb Plan to organize a branch of the
APPLY FOR TERMS.
American Institute of Archaeology in
neatness and dispatch.
n
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So perfect
in
so simple in
use that beginners may work
It makes i
with it successfully.
home baking easy, and gives you
bread, cake and biscuit nicer, better
and less expensive than the baker's.
But to make your home baking EE
successful and perfect you must use

r

Dr. Price's Baking Powder
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